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Calling All Ideas!
People often ask us, “Where do you get all of your article ideas?” The answer
is simple—from you! Take, for example, Suey Wong (“Life After JOAD,”
page 30). She contacted us with some frustration about getting information
for her daughter who would soon be off to college and who wanted to continue her archery at the same time. Would we interested in an article she was
going to write from what she discovered? It was really difficult to answer
coherently when I was drooling all over myself, “Yes,” I croaked, “that would
be nice, indeed!” Her article is “must reading” if you have college-bound
archers.
If you are following Brian J. Luke’s coaching traditional archery sojourn,
you will read that he was inspired by John Vetterli! Well, now we know he
reads the other author’s stuff.
We are continually inspired by those of you who work up the courage
(and time and effort) to write for This Magazine. We understand that writing for publication has a humiliation potential right up there with appearing
nude at an airport; that’s why we send your article back to you after it has
been edited so that you can check it over (or opt out!) before we publish.
Thanks to the Suzy Wongs, John Vetterlis, Brian Lukes, and the rest of
you, this is a really cool job for me!
We feel that the authors of the articles we publish are helping you to become
a better archer, coach, parent, or person and will continue to do so in the
future. Every article we have ever published is available to OnLine Edition
subscribers. The articles can be downloaded and printed and handed out to
your students—even in the Solomon Islands (see page 34)! We hope to be a
resource to archers, young and old, from all over the globe, for a very long
time.

Here I am at the World
Archery Festival in Las Vegas
with the gang from Redding,
the Straight Arrow Bowmen,
and their most notoriuos
member, Bigfoot. (Actually
I’ve been told this is
Littlefoot. Bigfoot is big,
really big! And Bigfoot carries an adult beverage in his
hand, while Littlefoot is still
underage.)
If you are at one of
these events come by the
booth and say “Hello;” we
love to talk to subscribers.
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Scott Torres

Improving Your
Shooting in the Field
What is the best way to improve your shooting ability? I’ve had many archers ask me this question. In
my opinion, 3-D archery shoots provide the best
way for you to improve many of the skills needed to
make your hunts successful. 3-D target shooting
gives you opportunity to practice on life-sized targets, placed in realistic terrain, set at unknown distances, at different elevations and angles typical of
what you will encounter while hunting.

Bowhunting

H

Here are some of the mistakes that I’ve made and
that are made by many other archers. They arrive
at the range pull out their equipment, and
launch as many arrows as they can in the shortest amount of time. Some archers tune and retune their equipment and then head out for the
3-D range. Others just shoot bull’s eye targets
and consider that sufficient practice. Are any of
these good just by themselves?
After many years of shooting I’ve found
some techniques that work for me. These are
simple steps that can positively effect the quality
of your practice time, shooting on 3-D courses,
and while hunting. While 3-D is a great place to
practice for real hunting situations, there are
things that need to take place before you do this
type of practice.
First and foremost do a thorough check of
your equipment. I like to check all my arrows,
making sure all the components are in good condition. On numerous occasions I’ve seen shooters
using arrows with different tips, ripped fletchings, and all sorts of unusual things. Get yourself
a good set of arrows. I usually have at least six
arrows that are set identically and ready for practice or hunting. I also check my sights. I make
sure the bracket and pins are tight, and the fiber
optic material is in good condition. Make sure
your bow, string, cable, wheels and limbs have no
obvious wear. These simple things can help avoid
many problems when you’re ready to do your 3D shooting.
Next, and it may seem simple, but you need

to get your tuning completed before you do 3-D
shooting. I go out in the back yard, to the range,
or anywhere I can safely set up a target and, as I
call it, shoot dots. This is where you get your
equipment set up and ready for some serious
practice. Arriving at the range 30 minutes before
you head out on the course isn’t the time to do
this type of fine-tuning. If you want to be able to
shoot a two inch group at 30 yards this is where
you accomplish it, not just before, or while, you
are 3-D target shooting.
The last step I take is getting all my hunting
gear together. If I carry binoculars in the field, I
take them while practicing. If I have a fanny
pack, I wear it also. As much as possible and
within reason, I wear the same equipment as
when I go in the field to hunt. It can be a pain to
carry some of those items, but the first time you
have a mule deer in range and you are drawing
your bow and your string hangs up on your
binocular strap, you’ll wish you did (and yeah, it
happened to me).

O
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Okay, we’ve got our equipment checked out,
tuned up on some dots, and have all our gear
together. This is when the fun really begins.
We’re all excited and ready to go to the 3-D range
or a 3-D tournament and do some of the most
enjoyable practice there is.
Once you get to the range, unpack your gear.
Give your bow a final check, just to make sure
nothing loosened up during the drive. It takes
about fifteen seconds and again can save you
some problems later. Now, I’m a firm believer in
this next step: don’t start flinging arrow after
arrow on the practice range. I go to the practice
area knowing my equipment is in good condition, well tuned, and I can hit a two inch dot at
30 yards if I need to. So there’s no need to repeatedly shoot a helpless practice bag with a bunch of
dots on it. I will simply shoot maybe two or three
shots at the 20, 30 and 40 yard bags. If I hit within three or four inches of my intended target,

f o c u s

“I go to the practice
area knowing my equipment is in good condition, well tuned, and I
can hit a two inch dot
at 30 yards if I need to.
So there’s no need to
repeatedly shoot a helpless practice bag with a
bunch of dots on it.”

follow through until you hear the
arrow hit the target. Once you hear
the arrow hit, you can then break
form and check how well you did.
Now here’s another place to avoid a
key practice error. Don’t shoot this
target again. You’ve made your one
shot. While in the field, in real
hunting situations, you usually
only get one shot, so move on to
the next target. You can come back
later and shoot this target from a
different location. If this is an organized shoot you usually only get one shot at each target anyway. This, in my
opinion, forces you to concentrate, knowing this is your
one and only shot at this target from this location. It
makes you elevate your mental focus for that one shot.
Now head to the next target and have some more fun.

that is close enough. If you are
not shooting as accurately as during your tuning sessions and you
think you need to adjust something—don’t. If you were shooting well while practicing on dots,
your equipment is most likely in
tune. Take a minute, and go
through your mental checklist of
archer-related problems. Are your
grip, anchor point, sight picture,
release, and followthrough all correct? More times than not, if you’ve spent sufficient time
tuning your equipment and you are not shooting consistent groups as you have done in practice, it is archerinduced error. Just take a few minutes, go through that
mental checklist and take a few more shots. Again, if
you’re within three of four inches call it good and head
out to the 3-D range.
Now your ready for some serious practice.
Remember this is going to be fun, but also remember
you have to shoot each target with intense concentration
as you would if you were shooting a live animal. This is
key to improving your shooting. When you shoot
numerous arrows at the same target, concentration seems
to drop. If you are able to maintain your focus as if
shooting at a live animal, your practice time will be more
productive.

I

I firmly believe 3-D target shooting will make you a
more proficient archer and hunter. It gives you the confidence, focus, and ability to make shots in the field. Just
remember these few keys to successful 3-D practice:
check your equipment, tune prior to 3-D shooting, take
your hunting equipment with you, take just a few practice arrows, estimate yardage, pick your spot, concentrate, and shoot the target only once.

I

If you are shooting for fun and not a tournament, you
will be choosing where you shoot from. If you are attending an organized 3-D archery shoot they will have locations marked for you. The first step in either situation is
to estimate the yardage to the target. I basically use the
10 yard method. I break down the distance in 10 yard
increments. Use objects as reference points, like a tree or
a bush. I’ll say it’s 10 yards from me to that tree, 10 more
yards to that bush, and as the estimation nears the target
I’ll estimate single yards at that point. Next, and you’ve
heard it many times before—pick a spot on your target.
The spot will be dependent on whether your target is
broadside, quartering, or at a different elevation. When
dealing with unknown distances it’s always best to shoot
center of mass on the vital area.
At this point you are ready to draw your bow, as you
know the yardage and where you’re going to aim. You
then draw, place your sight on your spot, concentrate on
making the best shot possible and, when you are ready,
release the arrow. After releasing the arrow everyone
wants to see where it’s going, but just hold your form and

Scott Torres is an avid bowhunter and
tournament archer living in Kansas.
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Jennifer Fonua

Setting Up
at Home . . . Safely!

Recurve Tech 100

. . . how much space . . . how to store
equipment . . . where to put the shooting
line . . . what if the neighbors object . . .

When you are first deciding to shoot at home, there
are several things to consider starting with, “Is it a
safe area?” Is your yard or shooting area big? Is it an
enclosed area with a fence? Do you have neighbors?
Is the area free of debris? Is there a safe and clear
walking path? If you are shooting in the direction of
a house, how are you protecting those around you? Is
your target on the ground or on a target stand? Is the
stand home made, and will it hold up once arrows
are shot at the target? Is the target secured to the target stand? There are lots and lots of questions to consider when setting up at home. Let’s start at the
beginning!

F

First you need to consider the area, is it large
enough to create a shooting lane? I would say you
need at least 18 meters (or 20 yards). This is the
shortest distance that you would shoot if at an
indoor tournament. This also is a good distance
to work on shooting techniques. If you have
more space than that then that is great, but
approx. 20 yards will be good. Do you have
neighbors? Are they at danger? Even if they are
not, asking their permission will go a long way in
preventing disputes.
Ensure that you are
doing everything to
have a safe, controlled
area.
Now consider the
shooting path. Is it a
clear path; is the placement of the target matt in a safe area? Are there
overhanging tree branches that could deflect
arrows? If so, you must trim them or reposition
your target. Is the sun going to be in your eyes all
of the time? If you are shooting with the target
matt on the ground, remember to rotate it, or put

it away during seasons that you are not shooting.
The ground in contact with the bottom of the
target can cause the target to rot. I recommend
getting it off the ground and at a height that is
comfortable to shoot at. I would put the target at
my line of sight or level when I pull back the
bow. This makes working on your form and technique easier. If you don’t have a target stand, they
can easily be made out of 2x4s and some imagination. The easiest stand to make is to make a
painter’s easel using three 2x4s. Use some rope to
keep the front and back legs taut. If this is a route
you’d prefer not to take, then you can improvise
a simple prop, something to lean your target matt
against, maybe an old chair, or bales of straw. Just
make sure that whatever you choose will be able
to hold the target in place, so that when you
shoot an arrow at the target, the matt doesn’t fall
forward from the impact of an arrow. This would
wreck havoc on your nocks and fletchings and
could break your arrows. (You can find plans for
an excellent stand at www.texasarchery.org. Ed.)
Also consider what is behind your target. Is
there a fence, or a shed? Or just open space?
What if you miss the
target? Or an arrow
passes through your target? What would that
arrow hit? It must be
something that won’t
damage your arrows and
won’t damage your
property or your neighbors! A hillside of soft
earth is wonderful.
Another thing to consider is the thickness of
your target. Is it thick enough for your arrows to
not pass through? Remember some target matts
are quite dense and can hold your arrows, while

“What if you miss the target? Or an arrow passes
through your target? What
would that arrow hit?”
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others will allow your arrows to pass through, even if just
an inch or two. When I started shooting in my back
yard, the target matt I had was pretty thin, but I didn’t
think that my arrows would go through; I was wrong.
They only passed through about one inch, but that was
too much for me, so I bought another target matt and
doubled up both targets. Now I don’t have to worry that
I might hit a soft spot in the target and my arrow might
pass all the way through.
When you have decided on an appropriate shooting
area, measure the shooting path out as accurately as possible. Then mark it so that you will always know where
your shooting line is. When you are first starting out it
might also be helpful to mark your foot position on the
shooting line. This can be done easily by placing some
golf tees in the ground at the toes of both feet. Then you
know when you step up to the shooting line you are
always using the same stance. If this is a new term to you,
I’ll take a little time for a short lesson—your shooting
stance is the position that your feet are in on the shooting line. There are three common stances—open, closed
and square. Start with a square stance and work from
there. A square stance is where a line across the tips of
your feet is directly in line with the center of the target.
Shoot with this stance for a while before trying a different way. Then you can compare the second stance with a
confident feeling of the first. The way you stand on the
target line is all a matter of personal preference. Do what
is comfortable. If you feel better with a more open
stance, try that and shoot whatever helps you develop
consistency. Rick McKinney teaches that while aiming at
the target, if you close your eyes on the target line, then
swing your body from the waist left to right, and come
to a stop in a comfortable position, then open your eyes
and see where your target pin is. Move your feet until the
pin is on the target. Repeat this until you open your eyes
and find your pin in line with the center of the target.
This should be your most comfortable stance. Repeat
this test from time to time because your form will change
as you advance.

T

bow, so ideally the best place to store your bow would be
in your house, in an area not too hot or too cold. Also, if
you are not shooting your bow soon, it would be better
to take it down for those longer storage periods. At the
least, store it in the unstrung position. Make sure that
when you store any of your equipment that it is in a safe
place away from children or curious adults who might
play with it.

S

Safety should always be your first priority, in setting up
your shooting area, the location of your target, and storage of your equipment.
Good shooting!!

The last thing that we will discuss in this article is the
storage of your equipment. I remember a question that I
read in an Archery Focus Question and Answer article
about if it were okay to store your bow in the trunk of
your car. The answer from the editor was amusing; he
said that if you took your bow out of the trunk and ran
over it with your car, your bow could quite possibly be in
better condition than storing it in the trunk. Definitely
don’t store your bow in the trunk if you’re in a hot weather area! The heat can cause major problems with your
limbs. I was at my local archery range recently and was
mentioning that I store my bow in my garage and the
worker at the range told me that the cold also affects your

Jennifer Fonua is one of
Archery Focus magazine‘s
most prolific authors. She
writes on all things
recurve for beginners,
having shot one for many years!
Jennifer currently lives in Salt Lake
City, Utah.
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Steve Ruis

A Seminar Review

Special Feature

“Performance
Under Pressure”
Readers of This Magazine are familiar with Lanny
Bassham. His book “With Winning in Mind” is a
huge best seller not only in archery but in many
other areas. I have read his book, viewed some of his
videos, and spoken to him in person, but I hadn’t
attended one of his seminars. Then his Mental
Manage-ment newsletter announced a one-day seminar being held at the Capital City Gun Club in
Carson City, NV, which is just under three hours
driving time from my home. I just couldn’t pass it
up. In this article I will give you an idea of what
you can expect if you attend one of Lanny’s seminars.
The Presenters
Lanny Bassham—Lanny ranks third on the alltime medal list in shooting sports for the USA
and is in the Olympic Hall of Fame. His shooting accomplishments include ten individual
national championships, five world championship individual titles, four CISM world championship individual titles, an
Olympic silver medal, and an
Olympic gold medal. He also
holds four world records and
33 national records.
After proving his mental
practices in the 1974 world
championships and subsequent Olympics and other
competitions, Lanny formed
Mental Management Systems
in 1979.
Troy Bassham—Troy is
Lanny’s son and, well, talk
about following in a father’s
footsteps! Troy is a 12-time
national champion rifle shooter who won a world championship in 1999 and a team
a r c h e r y
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bronze medal in the 2002 world championships,
breaking most of Lanny’s records along the way.
Troy joined the Mental Management team fulltime in 2004.
The Seminar
The Morning Session Lanny starts the seminar
with the story of how he made the 1972 Olympic
team as a rifle shooter and took a silver medal. He
was bothered, though, by the fact that he hadn’t
shot well and didn’t think his score would have
placed him tenth, let alone second. Since he was
unused to shooting in front of crowds and T.V.
cameras, he decided he had to look into the effect
that pressure had on competition. As an Olympic
medallist he had access to other medallists and
sought out the gold medallists to see what they
had going for them mentally. In the next two
years he did his research (he will tell you exactly
what he found out in the seminar), then went to

f o c u s

the 1974 world championships and won 15 medals (six
individual and nine team)! Talk about learning a lesson
and proving a point at the same time! He went on to
become one of the most successful rifle shooters in U.S.
history.
In this review I will only share tidbits of his presentation, as I don’t want to give away what he is selling; I
just want to give you enough information to decide
whether you want to partake of one of his seminars.
Lanny is an engaging and animated story teller. He
was also able to weave examples from the worlds of rifle
shooting, sporting clays and other shotgun sports, and
archery in his presentations to make them relevant to the
participants. He has presented before all of the shooting
sports, but also Fortune 500 businesses, PGA golfers,
Navy Seals, and most recently, dog agility trainers! What
Lanny has to offer is about winning and the applications
are endless. He makes a clear distinction between what
he has to offer and what sports psychologists have to
offer. His focus is on winning and only on what it takes
to win.
So that you don’t think he is one of those monomaniacal “win at any cost” types he starts his presentation
with what he learned from all of the gold medallists he
interviewed. One of the things he dwells on is that “winning requires sacrifice (often from others).” While you
are practicing and competing, others—parents, wives,
children, employers—have to pick up the slack. I related
to this as we have been working with the parents of our
local JOAD team on how to support their competing
teenagers. Lanny’s main point is that the balance has to
be evened out at some point later. You can’t just take and
take without giving back. Lanny Bassham is not one of
those “win at any cost” types, he just wants you to know
what it takes mentally to be a consistent winner.
Another point he got from his gold medallist interviews is that none of them estimated their sport as being
less than 90% mental (after the thousands of hours of
practice needed to master the physical side, of course).
Also, none spent over 10% of their time in mental practice, either. So Lanny set about to establish a dependable
system for the mental game. He defined “mental management” as—
the process of improving the probability of having
a consistent mental performance, under pressure,
on demand.
If the mental game is that important, he reasoned, it can’t
be left to chance.
The system he came up with he has outlined in his
first article for us (in AFm, Vol. 7, No. 1), so I won’t go

The nice thing about the seminar format is you get personal attention from
the presenter. Here a participant poses a question to Lanny during a break.

over it here. Please refer to that article if you want more
details, but in short he considers your mental makeup to
be in three realms—the conscious mind, the subconscious mind, and your self image. Of all of the people
writing about the mental game (Bob Rotella (Golf is not
a Game of Perfect), W. Timothy Gallwey (The Inner Game
of Tennis), etc.) he is the only one focusing on self image.
He claims self image controls performance. The argument is, if you get outside of the bounds of what you
think you can do, on the low side or the high side, your
self image will correct you back to what you are comfortable in doing (your comfort zone). An example is
when you are scoring way above your average performance and then that little voice in your head (your self
image) starts looking for the point when it will all fall
apart, which of course it then does. The solution is to
expand your self image to include better performances as
being “just like me.”
Lunch Ordinarily the lunch break wouldn’t merit comment. But, since we were at this very large and very well
equipped shooting complex, some shooting was in order,
so Lanny and Troy and some of the other participants
Continued on the Next Page
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their company. Troy’s focus in
shot some skeet after their
the company is working with
meals. The noteworthy point
young competitors, so his role
was, on reconvening for the
in this seminar was minimal.
afternoon session, Lanny’s first
He was to be more involved in
comment was to his shooting
sessions that were occurring
partners. He admonished them
over the next two days. He did
that they should never, ever tell
him that he was shooting low. Since most of the participants in this seminar were shot- spend a fair amount of time on
“Tell me to aim higher!” This gunners and this was a great facility, some shooting was in the value of performance journals and since Lanny wrote
led to a discussion of the princi- order over lunch. This is a skeet range.
ple that winners should never dwell on, or even consid- about that topic (in AFm, Vol. 9. No. 1) I will leave it
er, negatives. The focus must be on what worked or what there.
Lanny went on to discuss a myriad topics from how
was needed to do to solve a problem. This struck me as a
key point for coaches. It is even mentioned in the NADA to husband your mental energy, to how to use your emoLevel 1 and 2 archery coaching courses—never demon- tions, how to strengthen your self image, how to balance
strate bad form or mistakes, only make corrective sug- your triad of mental realms, how to set up for a competition, and more. One of his tips on competition days
gestions—but it is not emphasized enough.
was worth the price of admission itself. He asked the
The Afternoon Session To Lanny, avoiding even the question, “Have you ever started a competition a little
mention of negatives is a “Principle of Success.” This is a shaky, then settled down to shoot really well?” All of our
manifestation of what he calls the Principle of hands shot up, almost all being accompanied by sheepish
Reinforcement—“the more you think about, talk about, grins of agreement. Lanny said that you need to begin
or write about something happening, you improve the your day of competition mentally shooting several ends
probability of that thing happening.” If you are con- exactly as if you were competing. You should stand on
stantly dwelling on what you are doing wrong, you are the line, rehearse the feel of the shot, go through your
increasing the likelihood of it happening again! Lanny is mental program, and execute mentally. Repeat for the
so adamant about this he urges you to prepare ahead of number of shots in the end. By doing this, your first scortime a response to the question, “How are you shoot- ing target is mentally in the middle of a round and you
ing?” This question is asked of us (and by us) all of the won’t have shaky starts any more. I asked, “Can you do
time; archery is a social sport. But if you aren’t prepared, this while warming up on the practice line and actually
you might just answer with all of the things going wrong shooting?” The answer was “yes.” All of my time comat the moment and there you are, mentally rehearsing to peting I have not done this and I have had more than a
do those things again! He gave an example of a champi- few shaky starts. I can’t wait to try this!
on rifle shooter whose answer was always a gruff, “Some
of them are going in.” While he didn’t recommend that Summary
particular reply, he seriously recommended each of us We finished just before 5 PM. We started at 9 AM. At
the end I was suffering from
prepare some answer to the
information overload. I took
question that will help us avoid
over twenty pages of notes. I got
the trap of commiserating with
more information than I usualfellow archers. The examples
ly get from two seminars. I am
that came to my mind were Ed
going to take all the time necesEliason and Becky Pearson. Ed
sary to sort all of it out and to
always responds to “How are
see what I can implement as a
you shooting?” with a smile and
competing archer, as a coach, as
a positive comment, and Becky,
a teacher, and just as a person
whether she is winning or loswho wants to live a good life.
ing, responds with “Okay.”
Lanny says that he has people
Troy took the stage for a
while to describe all of the prod- Lanny tries his hand at skeet. He would have to go across that sit through his seminars
over and over again. I can
ucts and services available from town to shoot his bow.
a r c h e r y
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Troy takes a turn.

understand that. There was just so much extremely valuable information to be digested.
I have heard from a number of archers that the cost
of these seminars is too high for them. I understand that
for many folks, when they part with their hard-earned
money they want something tangible to take away with
them (a sight, some arrows, etc.). Well, since the mental
game is the key to competing successfully and it doesn’t
involve tangibles, you either change your mind or you
consign yourself to being at a continual disadvantage. I
know of a FITA world champion who will coach you for
one whole day for $400. That’s $50 an hour for an eight
hour day. I spend $70 an hour to get my teeth cleaned!
My mechanic charges $65 an hour to work on my car
and that doesn’t include parts! Lanny and Troy’s seminar
was $250 (just over $30 an hour) and is a bargain at that
price. Think about it.

I

If you are serious about winning or just competing better, or about how to be a better coach, check out the seminar schedule and other products at www.mentalmangement.com or 800.879.5079. There is a free email newsletter available, which is how I found out about the seminar I attended.
Steve Ruis is Editor of This Magazine.
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Compound Tech 300

Tom Dorigatti

Practicing Proactively as
Tournament Preparation
While there are numerous methods you can use to
practice for tournaments, there are few people who
practice much else other than form perfection and
hitting the center. Many critical and point robbing
details get set aside in the effort to bring scores up.
During any tournament, and especially outdoor
tournaments, those at the top of the leader boards
are those who come to the tournament prepared,
well-practiced, and versed in their capabilities and
those of their equipment. The following article
offers some different insights and tips to assist you in
preparing for those less than perfect sets of conditions that arise in tournament settings.
This first article will deal with indoor shooting. The second article will predominantly deal
with the outdoor aspects of the game.
Indoor Tips
Most shooters claim that they practice indoors
“like they would shoot a tournament.” Do they
really practice what they preach? Here are some
tips to help you rid yourself of some of the early
point robbers and target change jitters.
1. Check your strings, nocking point, d-loop
condition, peep height, arrow rest site extension,
scope rod and lens, brace height, axle-to-axle
length, and cam timing before shooting. Cams
should be marked so that you can tell at a glance
if a cable or string has stretched, or something
was jarred out of position. You should have all
the important details written down and marked
on your bow or bow square so that you have a
consistent reference. If you are not checking that
bow or don’t have things marked, you are inviting disaster, and a lot of frustration if/when
something does happen.
2. Routinely change your arrow nocks. If you
do not, then perhaps you should set up a routine
cycle of changing your nocks. They are the most
a r c h e r y
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overlooked piece of equipment you have. They
do crack and they do bend. It is too late to discover this five or six ends into a tournament.
Check all your arrows before and after each
practice session. With the advent of the all-carbon arrows, this is especially important. Even if
you didn’t have arrow strikes, those carbon
arrows can and will fail. This is for safety and
peace of mind as much as anything. A loose vane
or feather can have an effect on arrow impact.
3. Do not move your feet during the end at
any time. Many archers I see shooting move their
feet between arrows, either to spot with binoculars, or just out of nervousness. Most don’t even
realize they’re doing this. I’ve even seen some
shooters shift across their lane back and forth as
they shoot the left side or the right side of their
target face. One thing I was taught from the very
beginning was to never move your feet once you
have established your positioning. Moving your
feet changes the body positioning that you’ve
worked on and practiced. Moving your feet
changes your body angle and changing your
body angle changes the all-important shooting
triangle. So, once you get set in your shooting
lane, stay put. I also recommend that, if possible,
you look at the floor and make a mental note of
any marks you can use to realign yourself the
next time up. If you don’t feel comfortable, get
comfortable and stay there!
4. Shoot a pattern on the 5-spot face. If you
aren’t starting at the top row of target faces and
coming down, then you are actually overworking your muscles during the end. Let gravity be
your friend instead of your enemy. This way, as
you tire during the end of five arrows, instead of
you having to exert extra effort to raise the bow
UP to get to the top row of faces on your 5-spot
target, you let gravity help you out . . . by shoot-
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may also be required to shoot them in order. If you have
formed the habit with the Vegas face by shooting them
out of order, then in a shoot-off situation, you will be
changing your routine. Any change in routine will upset
your rhythm. Therefore, I recommend that you always
practice shooting the Vegas face 1, 2, 3 every time.
9. Number your arrows. If not, how do you know if
a particular arrow is striking in a different spot or not?
Just like the target faces on the Vegas or 5-spot, I feel that
each arrow should be assigned a “spot” to shoot at. This
keeps you on routine and thinking about keeping that
routine. If you are thinking shot sequence and routine,
then you don’t have time to ‘get nervous.’ If you have an
arrow that is going a particular direction, you will know
it and can put it in the penalty box.
Track your scores and your impact points. During
practice sessions, I feel it is imperative to track each shot
you shoot and mark its impact point. You are looking for
tendencies you might
have, impact points of
particular arrows or shots
during the end, etc.
Everyone has patterns,
and if you have a particular pattern or problem
area, you won’t know it if
you don’t track it.
10. Practice letting
down on bad shots. Can
you tell yourself “Stop!”
when you’ve lost it, or do
you just try to recover it?
Once you’ve tightened up,
or even thought about letting down, the shot should come down immediately. You
should never try to recover a shot. This is much easier
said than done; and I will admit that I don’t practice this
one as religiously as it should be done. You should know
when you hit anchor if it is right, and if at a later time it
isn’t right, you should know that too and Stop!, let down,
and start the sequence completely over. You should never
accept “less than perfect” during your shot sequence, if
your sight leaves the bull’s eye, say “Stop!,” let down and
start over. My coaches have preached that to me over and
over again; I’m repeating what they’ve told me, because it
is that important. If a shot isn’t right, don’t accept it,
because you will never recover it once it is “lost” during
the shot and aiming cycle.
11. Know your own rhythm. That is to say, know
enough about your shooting tendencies to know for sure
how long of a holding time will nearly guarantee you an
X every time? Everyone has this rhythm. It varies from
person to person, and can vary with the peak weight or
letoff of the bow (with a heavier holding weight normal-

ing the bottom row last during your end. A recommended pattern is the “Z” or reverse “Z.”
5. When you shoot the top target assignment, bend at
the waist instead of raising your bow arm higher. Be careful here. If you are a short person, there could be implications similar to shooting a steep uphill target outdoors.
So practice shooting those top target assignments and
don’t take it for granted. During practice sessions, alternate starting and finishing on the top target assignments.
Do not avoid this, and do not shoot an entire round with
your target at the same level. Some ranges are way too
high with their top target assignments, and if you aren’t
prepared, this can really rob you and hurt your concentration, so prepare for it by practicing high targets.
6. Make sure that you do not practice in the same lane
twice in a row. Lighting differs in every range and across
them as well. There can be subtle differences in the lighting that can and will “throw off your windage” and possibly even elevation slightly. I’ve seen instances of a
full turn in windage from
one side of an indoor
range to the other.
7. Don’t always shoot
two practice ends, or shoot
blank bale before you start
a session for score. This is
not necessarily the best
practice, since at most
tournaments you won’t
get “blank bale” practice
shots. What happens if
you are late and miss
those “normal” two practice ends? You had best be prepared. The best way for this
is to practice by starting scoring with the first shot or
after stretching out. Another way to do this, if you are
bent on ‘practice ends,’ is to draw back the bow, hold,
and let down two or three times before you launch that
first arrow. If you know your pacing, you can even do
this in a tournament situation, since you do have some
time for letdowns. Just watch for a “letdown rule” if you
do this in a tournament. This will be very uncomfortable
at first and, of course, your practice scores might suffer a
tad. However, they will come around, and you will be
better for it. The practice ends then will become a bonus
instead of a pre-requisite for you to ‘get ready.’ Let every
one else have to “get ready”, and you spend that time
relaxed and fully confident in your abilities to shoot from
the get go.
8. Shoot the Vegas target in the correct order, not 2, 1,
3, or 1, 3, 2. This is where the gravity deal discussed earlier could possibly hurt you. Most places I’ve shot require
you to shoot the Vegas face in the correct sequence.
During the shoot-downs at Vegas, if you make it, you

Continued on the Next Page
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ly resulting in a shorter ‘break time’ for the shot). If this
limit is exceeded, a missed X or worse is virtually a guarantee. If you watch the top pro shooters, they have a
rhythm that is within a second every single time. Some
have established a longer rhythm than others, but they
know their limits, and the word “Stop!” hits them and
they obey it religiously.
You can find your rhythm with the aid of a timer or
video camera by recording your arrow impacts, arrow by
arrow, and compare them with the shot times from the
timer or video later. I am an audio learner, so my method
was to have a person (my wife) time my shots for 10 full
NFAA rounds. My job at this time was to shoot the best
arrows I could and to mark down the impact points on
mini-5-spot target sheets I had made for each five arrow
end. My timer simply marked down the time in seconds
from a standard point (I used target acquisition, or when
my stabilizer steadied out), until the shot exploded. This
time was recorded to the nearest second on the sheet. I
then went home and put the data into a spreadsheet I
had built and, of course, since I was looking for Xs, it was
easy to sort Xs to the top and average the times. What I
discovered was that at the time with that poundage and
letoff, I was never missing the X ring if the shot went off
within five to six seconds from target acquisition.
The next step is obvious, especially with me being an
audio learner. You guessed it. The “timer” sat right
behind me with a stop watch. I shot as normal, with one
exception: I was told out loud to stop when I had exceeded six seconds from target acquisition. I would immediately let down and start the shot sequence over. The first
time, I let down quite a bit, the second round was less,
etc. It is amazing how a person will react to this. You
want to shoot arrows, and you get fed up with hearing
stop very quickly, so you find yourself executing the shot
and committing to the shot and getting it off on time
and hitting the X-ring. I never caught myself counting,
just executing the shots better. After only 12 rounds of
doing this, my percentage of five to six seconds shots was
nearly 95%. Obviously, the X-count took care of itself,
and I didn’t have to worry about wide 5s way out,
because there weren’t any. This was time consuming, but
a real confidence builder. After we completed this exercise and I was up to snuff, it was easy for me to just let
down. I was able to get up to about 98% of the time getting that shot to break cleanly, which means, yes, I was
averaging 58X 300 on the NFAA target. When I went
outdoors that spring, that same timing helped me to
shoot over 550 on field rounds for the first time ever.
This held for over five years, until health problems and
bow changes occurred. That “time training” is still in my
subconscious to this day, and I’m working towards ascertaining what my “new” rhythm is.
I know that this seems fancy and a lot of work, but
if you don’t know your own rhythm, then how can you

ever shoot in a rhythm that is a virtual guarantee of success? In my opinion, a shooter will never be as successful
if they are unaware of this personal rhythm and stick to
it religiously.
12. Practice with some noise in the background and
with people talking within earshot. Personally, I find headphones a major distraction when I’m shooting, but I welcome noise in the background during practice. This may
come from the fact that for many years, we shot in the
basement of a bowling alley and there was an indoor rifle
range in the other half of the basement. Try shooting a
recurve bow and clicker under those circumstances and
you’ll understand where I’m coming from on this important issue.
Practice shooting with people around so that shooting in front of onlookers won’t bother you. Make it a
point to get on the shooting line next to the best shooters in your area. Never practice alone, off in a corner by
yourself, if you are scoring a practice round.
13. Practice with added pressure. Get with some
friends during practice rounds and shoot for sodas or
quarters or ‘signed ones.’ This will help enormously for
you to get used to pressure, and besides, it is fun and all
of you will be better as a result of it. Challenge the top
shooters to shoot against you with a “handicap” (to make
it not quite even-make yourself stretch) for a quarter or a
dollar, or a soda. They will welcome the challenge, too.
You may pay off for awhile, but sooner or later, you will
find yourself not needing the handicap or to be spotted
points. You’ll be the better for it.
14. Run a mental checklist and imagine each shot in
your mind. If you don’t do this, you need to learn it. I
have at times placed a placard on my quiver with my shot
sequence listed on it. I read it between every single arrow
and visualize the shot before doing it. It doesn’t take long,
and if you are thinking about the shot, you don’t have
time to get nervous. Remember, if it doesn’t feel right at
the beginning, stop. If you tighten up or the thought of
“miss” enters your mind, stop and start over. You cannot
recover from this and a miss is imminent.
If you are struggling to get your release off, you speed
it up, right? Absolutely not! The reason you are struggling is that you aren’t committing to the shot. You are
not executing. Most likely (not a guarantee, but in most
cases) the more correct thing to do is to slow the release
down, or increase the trigger tension. This forces you to
get with your program and execute the shot. I know of
numerous cases where shooters have won tournaments
after struggling and making a minor slow down or
increased the tension on the release. It made them execute.

W

What I have been discussing in this article are some key
elements to indoor practicing and working with your
personal system and rhythm. There are other methods
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not mentioned, and not all the methods above may work
for you. If you don’t try them, you’ll never know. What I
have outlined above does work for me and has worked
for many shooters I’ve helped over the years. Many of
them came on and beat me quickly and continue to do
so. I was, and continue to be, very happy for them. Most
of them shot their personal bests after they established
their shooting rhythm and religiously stuck with it for
only a short time. It is one thing to be able to tell it like
it is. It is yet another thing to be able to actually do it.
Remember, it is the little things that are often overlooked
or skipped that are the real score robbers. Once you are
at the middle to top level in your skills, the difference
may well be an item listed above.

Tom Dorigatti has been in competitive archery for over 35 years.
During that time, he has managed
no fewer than 20 indoor & outdoor
archery leagues and incentive programs for various clubs and archery
shops. In addition, Tom has been
tournament chairman or director
for numerous local, state, and even
sectional level tournaments. Tom
managed his first archery league in
1970. Each time, Tom took the
good and the bad from leagues he had managed and leagues he
had participated in, and formulated plans for the next one.

In my next article, I will discuss practicing proactively for
outdoor field and target shooting. It has its applications in
the 3-D venue as well. Items coming include wind shooting,
uphill and downhill shooting, preloading the shot, practicing “Kentucky windage,” and many other little score robbers
often overlooked because the shooters are too busy trying to
hit the center of the center every time, under only ideal conditions that rarely exist during a tournament situation.
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Book Review

Archery Strong
Every archer has been in this
position—we see a new gadget or piece of equipment that
guarantees a greatly improved
score if only we were willing
to part with some cash. If the new gadget promises
this increase in score with little effort or input from
us, it is even more tempting. After all, who has the
time to put in the practice necessary to really improve
form and score? Who wouldn’t want fantastic results
with minimum effort? But you are torn; deep down
you know you do not get something for nothing.
A new book on the market, Archery Strong by
Michael Linsin, promises huge results with little
effort. Mr. Linsin claims his 30 minute, one time per
week exercise program will allow you to “... gain a
measure of strength you never thought possible”
(page 7). Additionally you will “... enjoy an improved
ability to smoothly draw and shoot your bow” (page
7), allowing you to increase the weight of your bow.
All for a thirty minute per week investment of your
time.
The book is succinct, just 95 pages long. It
includes pictures of each exercise as well as brief
descriptions of the exercises themselves. The entire
program consists of just six exercises, two of which
are modified pull-ups like you used to do in gym
class. According to Mr. Linsin, these six exercises are
all you need to achieve notable strength gains.
The first program consists of an exercise dubbed
the “Power Wave,” the reverse close grip pull-up, and
lunges. The second program consists of “archer’s
push-ups,” the hookover pull-up, and squats. There
is a brief warm-up and a cool-down that includes
stretches for flexibility. Variations are given for beginning, intermediate, and advanced exercisers. Each
exercise is to be done to the point of exhaustion.
There are no sets, repetitions, or active rest periods to
think about. The only equipment needed is a pull-up
bar and supplemental free weights for the advanced
program. The program is done once per week with
seven days rest in between the sessions. The individual is to alternate the sessions each week, performing
series one the first week and series two the second
week and so on.
Now for the big question—will this simple thira r c h e r y
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ty minute one time per week exercise program really
deliver on its promise of building all-over and archeryspecific muscle mass? Will you indeed “In just a few
weeks (of the Archery Strong program) . . . notice your
strength improving. . . ? The size and shape of your
muscles will be larger and more toned, but you will
really notice the difference when you shoot your
bow.” Is this really possible when you have, in theory, only performed the Archery Strong program three
or four times over a one month period? Like the gadget that promises you higher scores with little effort,
the Archery Strong program is unlikely to produce
noticeable results in just a few weeks. Those who
never exercise will probably see the most gains over
the long term, as any exercise will lead to improvements. A once-a-week strength program is better
than no program at all. However, these individuals
will most likely perform only a few repetitions of
each exercise before reaching “total muscle exhaustion,” limiting the effectiveness of the program.
Individuals in the intermediate and advanced fitness
classifications are probably already doing a more
extensive program than the one in Archery Strong.
Is any aspect of the Archery Strong program
valid? The individual exercises have merit, though
they do not necessarily target the “archery muscles” as
the author claims. Nor do they encompass a “complete body workout.” The first series comes the closest to these claims since the “power wave” (yoga practitioners will recognize the power wave as the “good
morning salutation”) works many of the major muscle groups of the upper body, including the pectorals,
the biceps, and the muscles of the upper back (if
Position A is transformed into the downward dog or
inverted V pose and held, the latissimus dorsi and the
rhomboids will be targeted). The reverse close grip
pull-up actually targets the biceps muscle of the
upper arm and only minimally targets the muscles
most involved in the archery draw, the muscles of the
upper back and shoulder. The lunge is an excellent
lower body exercise targeting the quadriceps and
gluteal muscles.
The second series of exercises only minimally
target the “archery muscles.” The “archer’s push-up,”
even with the hand modification, targets mostly the
pectoral muscles of the chest. The hookover pull-up
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order to build proper muscle balance. The lunges and squats
need to be balanced out with hamstring curls. The push-ups
and hookover pull-ups in the second series are good agonist
exercises. If you really do not want to do pull-ups, lat pull
downs with a Theraband are an excellent substitute as are single arm rows.
Each exercise can be done in sets of ten repetitions.
Perform two to four sets in a circuit training pattern (start
with a set of ten power waves, move onto ten pull-ups, and
finish up with ten lunges and then start over with the power
waves). This allows for active rest. Make sure you add triceps
exercises, hamstring exercises, lower back exercises, shoulder
exercises, and hamstring exercises to balance out the program.
To be effective and to see results, you need to do a strength
program at least two times a week for beginners. Make sure
you have at least 48 hours of rest in between your strength sessions. As your fitness level increases, and as you feel better
about yourself and your body, you may want to increase the
number of strength sessions each week. Add variety to your
exercises so you are not doing the same exercise each session
and keep the 48 hours of rest rule in between strength workouts.
Mr. Linsin also fails to elaborate on safety considerations
for his exercise program. Individuals with the following medical conditions should avoid the power wave: chronic lower
back problems should avoid “position D,” and archers with
high blood pressure and archers on blood pressure lowering
medications should not do the power wave. The changes in
position required for the Power Wave can cause severe
hypotension and fainting.
Pull-ups are usually not recommended by personal trainers for several reasons. Many individuals are not capable of
lifting their own body weight into the pull-up position. This
is especially true of individuals with rotator cuff injuries common in archers. Individuals with back problems, anyone who
has had surgery in the chest area, and individuals with hypertension and cardiac disease should avoid pull-ups unless they
have been cleared by a physician. Many women, and quite a
few men, also lack the upper body strength to perform a pullup with correct form. You should never do a pull-up without
a spotter.
Archery Strong never mentions the importance of form.
The lunge is a prime example. It is imperative in order to
avoid overextension injuries that the knee of the forward leg
never goes beyond a 90° angle when performing a lunge. The
pictures accompanying the description of the squat show very
poor form. As with the lunge, it is imperative the knees do not
go beyond the 90° angle.
With the above recommendations, the Archery Strong
program can be adapted into a good, basic strength program.
But do not expect fantastic results with minimum effort. You
will need to put in the work to see the results of any fitness
program. There are no shortcuts to success in archery, fitness,
and in life.
Annette M. Musta

is the sole exercise to target the latissimus dorsi and the rhomboids—both muscle groups are used extensively in the
archery draw. The final exercise of series two, the squat, works
the same muscle groups as the lunge, primarily the quadriceps.
Muscular strength is achieved by using the muscles in a
way they are not accustomed to (American Council on Exercise
Personal Trainer Manual, ACE, 1997, San Diego, CA, p.260).
This muscle overload leads to gains in the strength and composition of the muscles. Training the muscles to gain
strength—either overall or archery-specific—requires a consistent, progressive program over time. A successful program
will continually change as the strength of the muscles being
worked improves. Additionally, it is important to work your
“archery muscles” in ways that do not mimic the archery
draw.
The intensity of any strength exercise should lead to
momentary muscle fatigue after 30-90 seconds of muscle
work. This is not total exhaustion, but rather fatigue that can
be recovered from with active rest. Active rest is a rest period
during strength exercise when the worked muscle group is
rested while another, different muscle group is worked. In laymen’s terms, these are sets and repetitions. By performing a
circuit of strength training exercises, you maximize the
amount of work your muscles do during each exercise session.
If you work to total exhaustion on the first set, as suggested in
Archery Strong, you will not maximize the benefits and will
decrease the effectiveness of your exercise session.
The amount of muscle mass you can gain in strength
training differs from person to person. It depends greatly on
your genetic makeup and the amounts and types of muscle
fibers you have. No exercise program can guarantee you will
see large gains in muscle mass. Large muscle mass is also not
necessarily beneficial to archers. Finally, while you can
improve the muscle tone of individual muscles, you can not
“spot reduce.” Even if you tone and increase the size of your
muscles, you aren’t going to be able to see your new muscles
if you are overweight.
Can Archery Strong be made into a good program? The
exercise series can be used as a base for your strength training
program. The power wave, done in one set of ten for a beginner and increased as you become more advanced, is a good
basic body weight exercise. Unless you have a particular affinity for chin-ups, you can substitute any number of exercises
for the pull-ups in both series. The reverse grip pull-ups primarily work the biceps, so hammer curls, preacher curls, and
biceps curls all will work the same area.
Whether you do the pull-ups or the curls, they should be
balanced with triceps exercises. This lack of balance in the
Archery Strong exercises is a major deficit in the program itself.
It is extremely important to exercise opposing muscle groups.
So if you work on the biceps, you need to balance this out
with an exercise for the triceps. If you work the quadriceps,
you need to work the hamstrings as well. The general rule is
to work the agonist muscles at 75% of the major muscles in
a r c h e r y
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Lanny Bassham

Preventing Mental Error
Jim has finished shooting in the most important
event of the year for him and is looking at his place
on the leader board. Frustrated Jim finds he is out
of first place by two points. Those points were caused
by mental failure and this is not the first time Jim
has lost a competition because of this kind of error.
It’s one thing to lose a shoot due to technical
error. You know just what to do. Take a lesson if you
need to, train, and then you’re done. But what if
targets are lost to mental error? How do you know
which non-tens are “mental” targets and which ones
are not and more importantly how do you prevent
these errors in the future?

Mental Skills

T

This is not going to be an article listing all of the
mental mistakes you can make with a bow. I’ve
two good reasons for this. First, it would make
the article longer than you would want to read
and secondly, you do not need the imprinting of
all of those mistakes. We all make more than
enough of them. But I would like to give you
some insight as to what to look for when you lose
control in a tournament,
control that you normally
have in practice. It you suspect that a lost ten is a
mental error, it probably is.
Thinking about score, trying too hard, over-thinking, and beating yourself
up are common mental errors that are normally
easy for us to detect. They are also prevalent in
almost everyone. We will look at ways to help
prevent these “easier to detect” errors in this article.
There are, however, some very subtle mental
errors that most people commit which are not so
easy to detect. Comfort Zone corrections is certainly one of them. We all have a comfort zone
about everything we do. It defines the limits of
what is “like us” in our Self Image. Let’s say it is

“like me” to shoot between 80 and 90 in a 100
point event in good weather and average targets.
That’s my comfort zone. That is like me! If I
shoot 49 out of 50 on the first half of the hundred, my Self Image will notice that I am “not
shooting like me.” I’m shooting much too high
and I need correcting, so to get me back into my
comfort zone I need to shoot a 39 on the last 50.
I have the ability to shoot two 49s, but it will
probably not happen if it is not “like me.” Your
Self Image is there to make you act like you.
When you are shooting within your comfort
zone your Self Image does not interfere. But
shoot better than it is “like you” to shoot and
your Self Image creates error in your form to
bring you in line with your comfort zone. This is
really frustrating to shooters. But if you think
about it, Self Image corrections are really good
things. If there were no Self Image corrections,
you would not know who you were from day to
day. One day you would like shooting and the
next day you would not. One day you would like
that new car you purchased and the next day
you would wonder how
anyone would buy that
model. So, your Self
Image keeps you acting
like the person you believe
you are. Self Image correction is normal and usually unavoidable.
You cannot prevent the Self Image from correcting—but—you can do something about the
size and limits of your comfort zone. If you raise
the lower and higher boundaries of your comfort
zone, you can increase your performance significantly while using Self Image corrections to do it.
What if your comfort zone limits were 85-95 out
of 100 rather than 80-90?
Now, I’m going to say something that may
surprise you. Moving competition scores up past

“It you suspect that
a lost ten is
a mental error,
it probably is.”
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continue to try really hard in
the competition which results
in over-trying every time. If
there is anything I have learned
from Olympic champions is
that the way to win is to trust
your training by “letting it happen” in a competition and
not by trying to “make it happen.” Stay focused on your
system and you will find it is much easier to just let it
happen.
Most shooters are really good at beating themselves
up after a bad shot or two. This is a huge mental error.
Every time we think about, talk about, or write about
something happening it imprints on the Self Image as if
we have just had it happen again for real! The Self Image
tends to move us toward repeating this imprinting and
we tend to act accordingly in the future. So, if you really
want to miss those targets again, just keep talking and
thinking about them and you will. Archery, like golf, is a
social sport and we are around people all of the time who
love to talk about what is going on. If they are shooting
poorly, chances are they are talking about it. It is a hard
thing to avoid. If possible, shoot with shooters that
understand this principle. If not, move away from them
when you can. The bottom line is to think and talk about
only what you want to have happen. Stay focused on
your system and you will find it is much easier to stay
positive.

H

Here is the good news. All of the types of mental errors
introduced in this article are prevented in basically the
same way. You must have a mental system for competition. This means that you need to identify the instances
when you must control your mind in a shoot, determine
the best way to think and then train to think that way
every time. In other words, your mind must be controlled just like you control your bow. You have a method
of shooting and when you do it every time, you hit the
center of the target. It is the same with your mind. You
must have a consistent mental system that you execute in
preparation for shooting, in the actual shooting of the
shot itself, and in controlling your thinking process after
shooting. Once you know what you should do in all of
the critical steps of a tournament, all you have to do is
focus on the next step and take every step within your
mental system. If you review all of the articles I’ve previously written in this publication you will find that we
have addressed these steps on occasion.
Here is an example. Let’s take a look at one of the
mental errors I mentioned earlier—thinking about your
score while shooting. Thinking about outcome instead of
process while on the line is, in my opinion, a mental
error. It is common practice for shooters to vary what
they are thinking about based on what is occurring in
their environment. If we are shooting well we tend to
think more positive than negative. If we are shooting
poorly we tend to think negatively. Follow me? Either
way, if your thinking varies with how you are shooting,
you are not following a consistent system. Your thinking
is following your environment. When you begin to
count your score, you are falling prey to this error. Stay
focused on your system and you will find it is much easier to duplicate the process.
Over-trying and over-thinking might be the cause of
more competitions being lost by good shooters than any
other type of mental error. This error occurs more often
in very conscientious and hard-working shooters. They
want to win badly so they try really hard in training and

T

There are hundreds of reasons why people miss the ten
ring, some technical and some mental. Which is easier
for you to do: review in your mind how not to miss all of
these different ways or remember just one way to hit
them? Now, don’t get me wrong. There is a time when
you should work on finding solutions to your technical
and mental errors and that is during your training and
practice time. During a competition is not the time to
work out errors. It is a time to execute the system you
have worked out in training. Period!

Lanny Bassham is an Olympic
Coach and an Olympic Gold
Medalist. He is a member of the
Olympic Shooting Hall of Fame,
ranks third among all shooters in
total international medal count
for the USA and is one of the most
respected mental trainers in the
world. His book With Winning
in Mind and his Mental Management® concepts are used and
endorsed by Olympian and World
Champion shooters. You can reach him at ... or at
www.mentalmangement.com.
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Mental Management is a registered term, owned by Lanny Bassham. It is a violation of federal law to use the
term in any form without permission from the owner. All rights are reserved.

“The bottom line is to
think and talk about
only what you want to
have happen.”

90% has more to do with what
you do with your mind than
what you do with your bow.
Below 90% the mental game is
equally important and you are
losing mental points there as
well. The difference is that you are also losing technique
points and it is difficult to know which is which. The
more mistakes you make the more difficult it becomes to
know why you are in error. Normally we find that in
archers who score above 90%, mental targets make up
the greatest number of non-tens and that may be why
intermediate to elite shooters appear to be more interested in Mental Management® than most beginning
shooters.

Ava McDowell

—Making the Numbers Count

Special Feature

Scorecard Analysis in Archery
When most archers look at their scorecards after a
tournament or other event, the numbers they see are
just that: a collection of numbers. They may count
the number of tens, mark the lowest scores, and then
put the card in a drawer or even in the trash. This
guide is intended to help you to use a scorecard to
analyze your shooting, set goals to work on for the
next event, and track your progress. If you do everything in this guide, I will not guarantee that your
shooting will improve; that can only happen if you
use what you learn. You will, however, see the areas
you have to work on.
One Arrow at a Time
“One arrow at a time.” Think about the number
of times your archery coach has reminded you of
that. Of course, your coach was talking about
putting your focus on the arrow you have nocked
on your bow, but it applies to tracking the arrows
as well. In this step, you will be looking at where
your arrows land and recording it on the scorecard along with the actual score. I don’t recommend doing this in a formal tournament unless
you have a friend, relative or coach sitting with a
scorecard and a spotting scope. Do this either in
practice or during a members-only club tournament
1. Before you begin shooting, look at your
target and make a mental “ ” over it. This
divides the target into four quadrants with the
10-ring as the center.
2. Shoot one end of three arrows.
3. On the scorecard, the individual arrow
scores are written in boxes. After you write in the
number score, color in the corner of the box that
represents the quadrant the arrow was in (see
Figure 1). The only time you do not record a
quadrant is if the arrow is dead-center in the “X”.

Figure 1 This arrow was a 9 in the upper-left quadrant of the target.

Squaring the Circle
Now that you have finished shooting all of your
ends, and the scorecard is marked, it is time to do
the rest of the analysis. Of course, if you are practicing, you should do this part of the analysis
every two or three ends.
On the back of the card, draw a circle. Over
the circle, draw a “ ” with the center on the “X”
(see Figure 2).

+

+

Figure 2 Draw a circle and superimpose a “+” over the
top with the center on the “X”.

Choose a quadrant you would like to start
a r c h e r y
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pens when the archer is tired or held the draw past the
point where they should have let down and redrew.
Lower-left This quadrant is hit more at long distances
than the shorter. To hit in here, either the archer completely blew the shot or the arrow was pushed down by
the wind.
For left-handed shooters, the quadrants mean the
following (keep in mind that these notes are for experienced archers who have a more consistent form):
Upper-right you peeked at the arrow in flight and did
not follow through on the shot. Your bow hand lifted to
the left before the arrow cleared the bow.
Upper-left You forced the shot. Release shooters triggered the release while recurve shooters plucked the bowstring.
Lower-left Weak shot. The draw-hand was creeping
forward before the arrow was released. This usually happens when the archer is tired or held the draw past the
point where they should have let down and redrew.
Lower-right This quadrant is hit more at long distances than the shorter. To hit in here, either the archer
completely blew the shot or the arrow was pushed down
by the wind.

Figure 3 Each quadrant is marked with the number
of arrows that fell in that area of the target.

with. Count the number of boxes marked in that quadrant and record in the corresponding quadrant on the
circle (see Figure 3).
For right-handed shooters, the quadrants mean the
following (keep in mind that these notes are for experienced archers who have a more consistent form):
Upper-left you peeked at the arrow in flight and did
not follow through on the shot. Your bow hand lifted to
the left before the arrow cleared the bow.
Upper-right You forced the shot. Release shooters
triggered the release while recurve shooters plucked the
bowstring.
Lower-right Weak shot. The draw-hand was creeping
forward before the arrow was released. This usually hap-

Charting the Numbers
Okay, so you know where the arrows went, but what
rings were they landing in? This part of the analysis is one
that many archers do. On the back of the card make a
column, numbered from one through ten. Draw a vertiContinued on the Next Page
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have various target pictures that you can use. Using a
straight line tool, create a “ ” over the target like you
drew in “Squaring the Circle.” After you score the arrows
and before you pull them, plot their location on the map.
This method will give you a visual representation of
where your arrows are landing. You can do this with a
separate map for each end, or one map for the entire
round.

cal line to the right of this column and a horizontal line
below each number.
Some archers then like to color-code the scores on
the front of the card. They find that it offers an easy-toread indication of progress in addition to making it easier to find the scores. They color each score using highlighters as follows:
Yellow for 9s and 10s
Pink for 8s and 7s
Blue for 6s and 5s
Green for 4s and 3s
No color for 2s and 1s
Then you count up all of the tens and put that on
the line adjacent to the number ten. Do the same with
each remaining number (see Figure 4).
Make sure to add up the numbers in the right-hand column to
confirm that they equal the number of arrows you shot. We will do
more with the information you
gathered here when we work on
setting practice goals.

+

Planning for the Future
There are many things you can do with the information
garnered above. The simplest is to determine if you are
having a form problem or are simply in need of an
equipment adjustment. If you are receiving coaching,
take it to your next lesson and work with your coach to
develop a set of goals to work on for the next shoot. Give
yourself three to four weeks to work on the goals before
doing another shoot to see if you have achieved them.
Let’s look at the two examples above and see what
goals can be developed from them.
In Figure 3 In this example, the archer had seven
arrows in the upper-left quadrant. Since we know this is
a right-hander, this would tell us that the archer was
probably peeking at where the arrows were landing. It
would be interesting to see which ends this was occurring
on. If these arrows were shot early on, this would indicate the archer is a relative beginner or having a confidence problem. If these arrows were shot later on in the
shoot, it could indicate that they are worried about a
problem that arose earlier. The five arrows in the upperright quadrant could signal a brief period of target panic.
The six in the lower-right could indicate that the archer
was getting tired or that they were holding those shots
too long while trying to get the sight to sit still on the target. If these six were shot at the same time as the five
above them, the archer probably has a problem with target panic. The goal for this archer would be to address
the target panic issues through blank-bale and close work
(10 yards).
In Figure 4 This scoring spread is typical of an intermediate archer. When their form is correct, they are in
the gold. The lowest scores reflect form breaks. The goal
for this archer would be to develop a solid pre-shot routine, spend more time on form, both on blank bale and
with a mirror, and increase his use of back-tension. The
goal for the scoring would be to reduce the number of
hits outside the red rings (below 7).
As you may expect, these goals could be completely
off base. Since we only have one aspect of the data, we are
working with incomplete information. The more data

One Step Further
If you really want to get the most
“bang for your analytical buck”,
you can combine the previous two
steps and get a really complete picture of where your arrows landed.
This can be done in two ways.
The first way is to create an
expanded chart based on Figure 4.
Figure 4 The scores are on the Extend the chart to include the
left with the number of hits four quadrants. When you record
at that score on the right.
the number of arrows at a certain
score, also count and record the quadrants they landed in
(see Figure 5). You can use the key above to figure out
what the scores meant.
The second way is to create an arrow map. Get (or
make) a small copy of a target. Many graphics programs

Figure 5: This would mean that 5 arrows scored in the
8 ring. One in the Upper Left, one in the Upper right
and three in the Lower Right.
a r c h e r y
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you can garner from the scorecard, the more effective
your goals will be.
Keeping Track of Your Progress
All of the work you have just done is for naught if you do
not keep track of your progress. For those of you who are
savvy with the computer, you can develop various linked
spreadsheets to follow your progress. Of course, the easiest way is to get a 3-ring binder, fill it with sheet protectors, and place the completed scorecards with the analysis on the back in the pockets. You can simply look at the
charts, diagrams and color-coding to get an idea of how
you are progressing.
Is all of this a lot of work? Yes. Is it worth it? Only if
you use it. Will it work for everyone? Nothing works for
everyone, but most intermediate to advanced shooters
should find it helpful. Elite shooters already know what
they need to do and would probably find this to be just
so much busy-work unless they developed a problem
they couldn’t solve.
Ava McDowell is an elementary/middle school music teacher in New Haven,
Michigan. She coaches in the Royal Oak Archers JOAD program in Lake Orion, MI,
in charge of the Senior Division and compound archers. Currently she is working on
a Level 2 coaching certificate as well as developing a comprehensive curriculum for the
program. Ava is an avid student of the sport, competing at the state level with plans
to move into national competition in 2005.
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Tim Scronce

Coaching Archery

A Call to Action!
During the weekend of January 8th, 2005 my wife
Sandi and I were afforded the opportunity to attend
a National Alliance for the Development of Archery
(NADA) coaches summit held at the Archery Trade
Association (ATA) convention in Indiana. The purpose of our summit was to talk about The National
Archery in the Schools Program (NASP).
The NASP? You haven’t heard of it? You been
hiding under a rock? The NASP began as a PE
program in Kentucky when Kentucky
Department of Fish and Wildlife Resources
Commissioner Tom Bennett wanted archery to
become a “high school sport choice.” A pilot program of 25 schools proved that the two-week
program would, and did, work. As of today 15
states have completed pilot programs and 15-20
more have signed on for 2005. The program is
designed to teach Olympic style archery in grades
6-8.
As far as statistics go, Kentucky found
through exit interviews with drop-outs that seven
out of eight were not involved with any type of
school activity. With a national drop-out rate at
10%, something had to change. They found with
the NASP that, as the program gained ground,
attendance during archery days was up. The kids
who didn’t play any other sports found a place
they fit and found a tie to the school in the process.
Results of a pilot survey revealed that 55% of
participants were male and 45% were female. A
remarkable 89% said they enjoyed the class.
There were 62% that said they had never shot
before, as well as 73% who didn’t own their own
equipment. Among those surveyed, 49% want to
own their equipment and 59% want to be target
archers, while 38% expressed an interest in trying
bowhunting.
Keeping these statistics in mind, I found

some information I had copied from an article
from several years ago; I’m sorry I can’t remember
where it came from, but maybe someone will recognize it and give it a proper credit. Between the
years 1989 and 1990 participation in archery by
women increased an amazing 120%. This was
the greatest increase of any sport. In response to
the increase in interest, archery was designated an
“emerging sport” for women, making colleges
with archery programs eligible for scholarship
money.
I also remember in 1996 at the pro shop at
which I teach an increase in recurve equipment
sales occurred due to media coverage and easy
access to viewing the Olympics. Historically
speaking, exposure increases interest and once the
interest is piqued, availability must be established.

N
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Now my intent here is not to pump up everyone’s
attitude toward the NASP but instead to challenge you. Challenge? The NASP is a program
that will develop interest in archery by reaching a
great number of youths in a short amount of
time. Once that interest is piqued, where will
they go from there?
It is up to us as coaches, shop owners, Park
and Recreation facilities, and youth clubs to
stand ready to cater to the influx of new archers.
If you operate a JOAD program are you prepared
to seek out these new archers? Do they know how
to contact you? Have you thought about that
next level of training for you as a coach? Go get
it! Remember, 59% of these new archers want to
become target archers. They will be looking for
somewhere to shoot. Do you have a program in
place? Go to these kids and introduce yourself to
them. Think about a traveling demonstration
team for your JOAD program. Put on an exhibition shoot. The shop at which we coach puts on
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is there.
If you are a teacher and love archery . . . what are you
waiting for? Go to your school officials and make sure
they know about NASP. Contact other schools in the
program and find out how things are going. Get a group
of volunteers together that can help make the program a
success and fun.

a safety class every year for kids who got archery equipment for Christmas. We always have 20-30 kids. We end
up with about a fourth of them in our JOAD program. I
can’t imagine how many we will get after the NASP program.
Retail owners should be preparing for the prospect of
a new customer base—the inexperienced youth archer.
Remember the survey stated that 49% of these kids want
to own their own equipment. The program bow for

B

Because of the NASP, archery is about to take on a new
look. The 2004 NFAA Nationals had over 1400 youths
from the NASP compete. If your club or organization,
pro shop, or retail business isn’t ready to tap into the
future of NASP you need to make changes. These children will be looking for professionals to help them. Stand
ready to be the role model.
If you would like more info on the NASP you can
find it at www.nasparchery.com. The website has all the
information you need and some statistics. The NASP
also has a DVD available that is very exciting.
Take the time to check it out. You won’t regret it.

“Retail owners should
be preparing for the
prospect of
a new customer base—the
inexperienced youth archer.”
NASP is the Genesis compound. At some point I’m sure
that equipment will need repair. Can they reach you?
They will be seeking you out to fulfill their needs. As
their enjoyment grows, so will their needs and desires as
archers. And 38% of them are interested in trying
bowhunting. Do you have information available for
hunter safety courses? Are you carrying equipment for
youth hunters? These archers will bring with them many
questions about what they need and will look to you for
expert advice. You and your staff will be the transition
step for them to continue. They will also bring in their
parents. The opportunities are incredible.
As a coach you should be preparing to make yourself
available. Under no circumstances should the desire
started by NASP be allowed to fade. When the NASP
comes to your area, and it will, volunteer. The teachers
will be conducting the classes, but they will need help
with fundraising and the like. Connect yourself to a pro
shop and get the information out there. Start a program,
maybe an after school program. Incorporate archery into
a church youth program. Approach your local Boy
Scouts, Girl Scouts, or YMCA and offer your services.
Contact the local Parks and Recreation department.
They may already have some type of after school program just waiting to expand with archery.
Now before you get all fired up, I’m not saying do it
all free. Your time is worth something. I’m sure you will
be able to work out a deal to everyone’s satisfaction. My
wife spent a great deal of time talking to Bill Hall with
AIM Archery at the summit and found that he operates
an entire company running archery programs for Parks
and Rec departments. And he has a waiting list. The need

Tim Scronce and his wife
Sandi are both NAA Level
3 Coaches. Tim has been
involved in archery since
around the age of seven. He
shoots compound, recurve,
and occasionally longbow.
He competes regularly, when
time permits. Sandi and
Tim teach and certify Level
1 and Level 2 instructors,
work with Girl and Boy
Scouts thru archery, coach in
a JOAD program, and have
a range at home to teach
privately. In the past three years, they have used archery to raise
money for the American Cancer Society, the Union County Lions
Club and the Sun Valley Community Fair supporting five schools in
the area. Tim does commercial heating and air conditioning. They
have two children (Crystal and TJ) who both shoot recurve and
compete as well. They are proud to add that Crystal spent two years
working on getting an archery club going in her high school which
became a reality in February 2002. She now attends North
Carolina State where she plans to help reinstate the college’s archery
team.
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Leighton Tyau

Equipment Review

Using the
Beiter Winder
The Beiter Winder has to be one of the best inventions to come to string makers. The tool is incredibly easy to use, and changing spools takes only seconds. The tension is always uniform and the plastic
surfaces ensure no rough edges to catch serving material. With the addition of the new steel rollers,
Beiter has made the best serving tool ever.

L

Let me start by describing the process to change
out a spool. First, you take out the old spool by
simply pulling it out of the jig. Next, you
unscrew one of the ends; place the new spool on
the screw and place the gliding disk in between
the spool and the knob. The gliding disk is a definite innovation on the part of Beiter. Instead of
the smooth disks that come with other serving
tools, the Beiter disk has pins that fit into the
holes in American spools. This allows for precise
control of the serving tension. The Winder also
comes with a pair of smooth disks for use with
Angel spools.
Once you have the thread rod and spool set
up, you thread the serving through the rollers as
shown in the pictures. The rollers ensure that
even tension is applied to the serving material. In
the past, the plastic rollers had been known to
break, but the steel rollers have solved that problem. The next step is to pull the serving through
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the slot and the Beiter Winder is ready to start
serving. This process is much superior to threading the serving through an eyehole because it is
much easier to pull the string through a slot
rather than thread it through a tiny hole. And
somehow Beiter has seen to it that the Winder
has no abrasive areas. When I was using my other
serving tools, I always had a problem with fuzzy
serving; I no longer have that problem.

I

In conclusion, the Beiter Winder is easily the best
serving tool out on the market to date, ensuring
even and continuous tension as you serve. In
addition, the entire apparatus is lightweight plastic and changing spools is easy and fast. The
other benefit of a plastic body is that plastic is less
harsh than steel on the serving material, so it will
not fuzz up the serving. With plenty of add-ons,
the Beiter Winder is the choice for serving tools.
I now only use Beiter Winders to make my
strings.
Leighton Tyau is a Level 2 coach and president of

HNL Archery Strings. He began archery 13 years ago
and hopes to make it to the USAT as well as to pursue
his coaching career.
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Mark Your Calendar!
$1,000,000 Three Star Tour!
More Fun! More Money!
$300,000 in Purse Money • Five Target Events • Three
Indoor 3-D Events • WAF/NFAA Shooter of the Year
• Vendors • Shoot-Offs • An ATV • A New Car
World Archery Festival—The Vegas Shoot
Las Vegas, Nevada
February 25-27, 2005
NFAA Indoor Nationals
NASP National Competition
Louisville, Kentucky
March 16-20, 2005
WAF Archery Classic
(formerly the Alantic City Archery Classic)

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
April 15-17, 2005
For More Information See
www.worldarcheryfestival.com
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—A Total Muscle Control Approach

Book Review

Archery Shot Execution
Archery Shot Execution:
A Total Muscle Control
Approach presents an
integrated shot execution system in order to
produce a consistent,
controlled shot whether
you shoot a compound, recurve, or traditional
bow. The author, Larry Skinner, has been
involved in archery for over 50 years and has
won indoor and outdoor, state and national
titles. As a Level 4 NAA National coach Larry
spends the majority of his time coaching archers
at all levels of experience, from beginners to
Olympians. Larry’s students have been on U.S.
national, international, and Olympic teams
(including two time Olympian Vic Wunderle
and 3-D Pro (ASA/IBO) Rodney Huffman).
The book is written in Larry’s straightforward, conversational style and is illustrated with
50 photographs and figures. Then, as a picture
is worth a thousand words, the companion
video further illustrates the shot execution
approach presented in the book. The result is a
complete “package” that can help either a beginner learn solid mechanics or help an accomplished archer refocus and refine his or her technique.
In both the book and video Larry contends
that success in archery is based on total control
of specific muscles that are controlled in a
defined sequence. Throughout the book he
states that the shot execution process is fundamentally the same for compound, recurve, and
traditional bow archers. However, when there
are significant differences he discusses the
specifics for each type of bow. The book has two
main technical themes: a strong emphasis on
the need for proper alignment and the need to
execute the shot using the rhomboid muscle. In
order to motivate learning the concepts presenta r c h e r y
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ed, Larry integrates several coaching stories to
highlight the importance of the concepts that he
is teaching. In one story he discusses how he
worked with Vic Wunderle to get his alignment
correct and keep it there.
What makes this book/video unique? The
following are some of the issues that Larry
addresses.
How many times have you read about “back
tension” and come away wondering what is supposed to be “tense” in your back? Not once does
Larry even mention “back tension.” Instead, he
discusses the specific muscles in the back that
must be used to control and execute the shot.
The basic approach presented is based on using
the rhomboid muscle, but other approaches are
also presented.
Did you ever think that there were “evils”
associated with executing a shot. Well, Larry
does! He presents two areas associated with the
aiming process that he finds greatly degrade an
archers overall performance. Also, what are the
obstacles an archer must overcome to shoot with
total control? Larry contends that target panic is
the main obstacle. He defines several different
forms which it can take, differentiating between
target panic for recurve versus compound bow
shooters. For both cases he addresses the fundamental cause and presents an approach to overcome target panic illustrated from his own experience. In addition to target panic, three more
significant obstacles are discussed as is how to
overcome them (head movement, slow shot
sequence, and improper sight alignment).
Is the key to shooting a good shot “letting it
flow” or “controlling a sequence of phases”?
Larry contends that it is the latter, and after
going through each of the phases in detail, he
then repeats the shot sequence, providing an
integrated perspective emphasizing the key
thought and controlling muscle at each phase in
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(that is, without a lot of technical jargon), well illustrated, and the key concepts typically discussed from
several perspectives. Then there is the video!
The focus of the accompanying video is to provide
“in-motion” illustrations of the key concepts presented
in the book. Larry doesn’t promote getting the video
without having the book to provide more detailed
explanations. The video starts with Larry presenting
how each phase of the shot should be performed. He
then uses some of his “younger” archery students to
illustrate how his approach should be learned from the
very beginning. He illustrates both recurve and compound shot execution, then discusses some of the issues
associated with aiming and target panic.
Both the book and video (available in either VHS
and DVD formats) are available from the National
Archery Association (toll-free 866.812.1312 / www.
usarchery.org), U.S. archery shops (www.lancasterarchery.com), U.K. archery shops (www.quicks.com or
www.bowsports.com), and the Archery Shot Execution
website (www.archeryshotexecution.com). More information can be obtained by sending an email to
info@archeryshotexecution.com.

the shot sequence. The result is a framework for how to
shoot a shot with total control.
Learning not to aim? That’s the title of one section
in the book. Larry strongly advocates maintaining focus
on shot execution and not letting aiming become the
dominant thought process. On a related topic, not
every day is sunny and calm, so how do you shoot in
the wind and rain? Larry provides an in-depth treatment of how to deal with the different combinations of
adverse weather so that the archer is prepared for any
conditions.
How do you become a better archer? Larry believes
that it takes more than just shooting a lot of arrows.
Larry presents an approach for learning proper shot
execution and makes a strong case for the need for a
coach who can direct both technique development and
training. He also discusses some tips for both physical
and mental training, with a final charge to make sure
you enjoy shooting your bow!
Finally, how do you specify the correct compound
or recurve bow for an archer? In this book suggestions
are provided for what is important to look for in various pieces of equipment – ranging from draw weight,
strings, sights, and grips to arrows.
Overall, a unique perspective on shooting a bow is
presented in the book, which you will find easy to read

James Noble
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Suey Wong

Special Feature

Life After JOAD
My cadet daughter, Lauren Marion, loves her JOAD
program and her coach, Sandy Graham. She enjoys
shooting with her fellow JOAD archers and participating in tournaments. She knows that there is a
“Collegiate” division because she’s seen the Stanford
team decked out in their matching cardinal team
shirts. Beyond that she and I are both in the dark as
to—life after JOAD.
We asked Archery Focus to help us find out more.
We developed a series of questions and selected a university that has archery as an NCAA sport, another
that has long had archery as a club sport, and two
more where their archery programs are just taking off.
Kathy Eissinger, Sheri Rhodes, Janet Dykman, and
Mel Leach sent us some wonderful responses. We
found their answers highly informative. We hope you
will too.
Meet the Coaches
Sheri Rhodes (SR) Sheri Rhodes is Head Coach at
Stanford University. Her extensive coaching career
includes having been the U.S. team coach at the
World Target Championships in 1983, 1991,
1993, 1997 and 2003, the Pan American Games
in 1987 and 1995, and the Olympic Games in
1988 and 2004. Her experience also spans the
world of collegiate archery. Ms. Rhodes was herself
one of the nation’s top collegiate archers while a
member of the Arizona State University team. She
then went on to coach the Arizona State team,
leading the school to national titles during every
one of her 17 years with the program.
Kathy Eissinger (KE) Until this year, Kathy
Eissinger was the Head Coach for the Texas A&M
University Archery Team, her alma mater. Like
Sheri Rhodes, Ms. Eissinger was also an avid collegiate archer. She was actively involved in getting
Archery added as a varsity sport at TA&MU in
1999. During the Aggies’ five varsity seasons,
Eissinger led the team to all five outdoor team
national championships and has had three archers
win 12 of a possible 20 collegiate national titles in
a r c h e r y
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those five years. She recently ended her long distance commute and moved to Utah to join her
husband.
Janet Dykman (JD) Janet Dykman is a threetime member of the U.S. Olympic Archery Team,
1996, 2000 and 2004, more than any other
American female archer. She also has plenty of
titles to be proud of, in particular, three consecutive nationals from 1996 to 1998. We admire her
for perseverance and determination. It may surprise our readers that Ms. Dykman only started
competitive archery when she was in her thirties.
She made the Olympics a goal and succeeded three
times over! She still competes but finds time to
coach and mentor others. We found her at
Claremont McKenna College in Pomona,
California, where she’s working hard to build the
archery program as Head Coach. We’re sure that
she’ll have as much success as a coach as she’s had
in her archery career.
Mel Leach (ML) Mel Leach is a Professor
Emeritus at California University, Long Beach and
has served as the Head Varsity Men’s and Women’s
Archery Coach since 1968. She has been a NAA
Coach since 1971. She is proud of the thousands
of students she has helped train over the years. She
has taken some of them from first arrow to top
flight honors in the NAA College Division
Program including USIAC medal status,
Academic All-Americans, Rookie of the Year, NAA
College Scholarship Winners and All-Americans.
In addition to coaching success, Ms. Leach has
been an active and vocal promoter to keep the college archery program going in California and surrounding states, having initiated many tournaments over the last 30 years.
The Questions and the Answers
AF Please describe the archery program at your university.
KE The program is an NCAA varsity sport
for women and a club sport for men at TA&MU.

f o c u s

KE A school can pick up
archery as a varsity sport. It isn’t happening other than at Columbia
University,
James
Madison
University, and TA&MU, which is
trying to drop it. As an NCAA varsity sport, the TA&MU archery program must operate under NCAA
rules. Generally, NCAA sports are
fully funded by the college or university offering that sport program.
However, the NCAA archery programs do vary in the amount of support they receive, especially in funding support for coaching staff.
ML In an effort to comply with
Title 9, the NCAA developed the
emerging sport list to identify sports
that could increase the women participation numbers if a university were to add that sport to
their offerings. Since archery could only add eight women
to comprise a team, as compared to soccer with 22, the
designation has not helped very much.
AF How much time should an archer expect to put into
participation in your program?
KE For the women, 20 hours a week in season and
eight hours per week during the off season. For the men,
practice is optional, but the ones who want to shoot for us
shoot a minimum of four days a week. We have practice
times scheduled seven days a week so they can work practice around their class schedules.
SR Archers can participate at different levels. Two
hours a week or however much time is needed to satisfy
the individual’s competitive drive is okay.
ML The time factor to the program is demanding for
varsity competitive archers. Total time required for practice/training sessions, tournament competitions, and special events would average 12 to 13 hours per week for the
college archery season. This indicates that archers need to
be dedicated, disciplined, and organized.
JD In the beginning archery class, archers spend two
hours a week, and are encouraged to shoot in extra practice sessions scheduled during the week and on the weekends. The advanced class will further bring along their
archery skills; they will spend 1-2 hours class time and will
be expected to put in extra practice during the week and
on the weekends. Incoming archers with prior archery
skills are encouraged to participate in class time and in the
archery club. An archer showing the desire has access to
the archery field, can schedule extra coaching sessions, and
is expected to participate in the intercollegiate tournament
we sponsor and any local or national tournaments.
AF Tell us about your archery facilities. Do you have

SR The Stanford program,
organized in 2002 by some very
enthusiastic students, has club sport
status and the team competes against
teams from other colleges. Stanford
recognizes organizations in this
order: student organization, club
sport, and intercollegiate NCAA
sport. Each level represents a different level of visibility, funding and
governance.
ML The California State University, Long Beach (CSULB)
Archery Program, started in 1968, is
the longest continuous full program
in the U.S. Although archery is a
club sport at CSULB, our full program provides offerings for the
novice to the elite Olympic candidate. Classes are offered for the beginner and intermediate
archer through the Kinesiology and Physical Education
Department, while social recreational and competitive
training sessions and coaching are offered through the
Sports, Athletics and Recreation Department. Once a student indicates an interest in the competitive side of
archery, they can try out for the Collegiate varsity level
team. The CSULB Archery Program supports a full squad
which consists of teams in each of four divisions: Men and
Women Olympic Bow and Men and Women Compound
Bow.
JD Our program at Claremont McKenna College is
quite new. The program consists of classes and an archery
club. Claremont McKenna College is really one of a group
of five distinguished colleges, the others being Pitzer,
Scripps, Harvey Mudd, and Pomona College, collectively
the Claremont Colleges. Students from any of the five are
able to participate in the archery classes or club. In spring
2005 we will offer an advanced class in addition to the current beginning archery class.
AF The NCAA shows Women’s Archery as an emerging
sport. What does that mean? What do the guys do? Are there
special rules that apply to collegiate archers? Intramural, club
sport, men’s team, women’s team, these are terms that create
confusion. What’s the difference?
SR It means that if an athletic director were looking
to boost women’s sport participation at a particular school,
archery is a consideration, but at the current time archery
at Stanford is not officially an NCAA recognized sport
because it lacks the minimum school participation levels.
The rules for a college archery program depend on how
the school recognizes the sport, whether it is a club or varsity team. Usually, club sports participants pay their own
expenses. A school may contribute funds to a club sport,
but the amounts vary greatly depending on the institution.

Continued on the Next Page
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AF Is there an official archery season?
KE Yes, the fall season is about four weeks for us and
the spring season runs from when school starts back in the
spring through the USIAC (U.S. Intercollegiate Archery
Championship) in mid May.
SR No. Archery is active throughout the academic
year and part of the summer with camps.
ML Our season begins officially in January with the
California State Indoor Championships and continues
through to the California State Outdoor Tournament in
June. There are four nationally ranked mail-in competitions plus a schedule of conference events, along with eight
major college tournaments. In addition, there are six noncollege major championships in July through November
where qualified archers are sent to compete for experience
and USA qualification.
JD The Claremont archery program operates
throughout the academic year.
AF How many archers are on your team? How do you
select who makes the team? Do your team members develop
close friendships with each other even off the field? And, any
college applicant would want to know, what’s the guy-gal
ratio?
KE TA&MU has 50 on the team who are picked on
ability and effort in practice. The team is a close-knit
group. The team is about 50/50 women to men.
SR We have 10 to 12 team members who make it on
the team based on attendance and organizational work
performed. We have a recruiting process. Our program is
running about 70% male and 30% female. And, yes, they
all get along well on and off the range.
ML The number on the team varies from year to year
and semester to semester. In the past two years the club has
averaged 22 to 25 active members with the competition
team comprised of nine to 16 members. The gender ratio
is even this year. Good friendships are definitely formed
during their time in college and on the team, as well as for
years after leaving college. I have even had a couple of marriages of teammates. Team selection is by tryout and criteria established by the coaches, with emphasis on the student’s dedication, desire to improve, and team attitude.
We try to include and not exclude.
JD Our classes draw around
30–35 new students per
semester. The beginners start
with our recurve equipment and
are encouraged to develop their
form using a recurve bow.
Although we have had some
experienced archers shooting
compounds signing up for classes, the majority of students use
recurves. The more advanced
students have developed close
relationships on and off the field.

both indoor and outdoor ranges? Does your weather affect
your practices?
SR Stanford has a reserved outdoor field. We have
canopies we can stand under if it rains. Currently there
isn’t an indoor facility, but our recent designation as a club
sport should allow us to lobby for reserved indoor space.
KE We have state of the art indoor and outdoor facilities. Our indoor range is an actual archery room designed
for that purpose and can hold 15 targets. Our completely
fenced and bermed outdoor range is used only for archery,
featuring target distances up to 90 meters.
ML CSULB has its own specially designed permanent Field House where equipment is stored, lessons are
taught, and club meetings are held. The archery range is
immediately outside the Field House and accommodates
18m to 90m distances. The weather is very good in southern California so we can shoot year round. We are located
within two miles of the Olympic Archery Range at El
Dorado Park in Long Beach where the 1984 Olympic
Archery events were held. We are also within 30 minutes
of three very good archery pro shops which have indoor
lanes.
JD We have a beautiful new archery field funded by
the generosity of the Easton Company. The Mary Easton
Archery Field at Claremont McKenna College is 30
meters wide by 100 meters deep. It’s right at the base of the
San Gabriel Mountains, so we have a spectacular view of
the mountains and the weather is generally mild and
sunny. During our regular school sessions in the last two
years, we have had only two instances where classes have
been canceled due to rain, so weather is very seldom an
issue. At this time we do not have an indoor facility but
there is a nearby archery pro shop that has indoor lanes
available.
AF Do you have both recurve and compound archers?
What’s the breakdown between the two? Do you have a preference?
SR We have both, with compound archers running
about 30% and recurve archers about 70%. There is no
preference as to which bow is used.
KE Yes, we have both recurve and compound
archers. It’s about 50-50. And, no, there’s no preference
between the two.
ML Our program has both
recurve and compound squads
and we have tournament quality
equipment available for archers
to get started with so they need
only to enroll in the program.
All archers are considered equal
regardless of type bow or length
of experience. We have two
highly qualified coaches, each
with a specialty in either the
compound or the Olympic bow.
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The expenses are paid from a number of sources. The
Associated Student government allocates funds each year,
participants pay club dues each semester, and we do some
fund raising events. Entry fees, travel, and motel costs are
usually covered, with archers responsible for their own
meal costs. For the USIAC, which is a six-day event, the
students in the past few years have had to pay only $100
out of their own pockets.
JD Because our program is so new, our students have
only participated in a few local tournaments. We hope to
start traveling to out-of-state tournaments and we’re working on generating funds help pay for some of the expenses
of travel. We are developing a public recreation program
for our local community. We hope that the Claremont students will be involved and help generate funds for future
tournament travel and expenses. The Archery Club will
also be able to draw some funds from the Claremont
Colleges that can be used for such expenses.
Our Archery Program does offer an Archery Scholarship which is available to a select Claremont McKenna
student. This could be a full scholarship depending on the
financial needs of the student. Scholarship students are
required to set up a program with the coach which
includes participation with the Archery Club and the

We have encouraged the advanced students to participate
in the beginning classes. This helps to draw in the beginners and by the end of the semester there are quite a few
friendships developed. When we have our annual collegiate invitational everyone pitches in and then the friendship bonds really show. We invite all of the local colleges
to participate in a 25-meter outdoor round that is geared
toward first timers getting some tournament experience.
The ratio of guy-gal has been pretty equal.
AF Does the archery team travel to meets? Who gets to go
and how are expenses paid? Would this include out of state
and foreign travel?
KE Yes, women are fully paid for, guys get hotel and
partial entry paid for. This includes out of state travel. The
only foreign travel we do is to world university games. The
NAA does not pay for the archers’ expenses for that competition. We have paid for women on those teams and
helped the guys out a little.
SR Sorry, as a club sport there is little support for
travel costs at Stanford. The team travels mostly to local
and regional tournaments and the USIAC. A lot of funding is what the individual can afford, but the team tries to
offer ways to help its members earn the funding.
ML The CSULB Archery Team travels to local, state,
and national events but not international events as yet.

Continued on Page 38
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Robert de Bondt

Special Feature

Introducing Archery
to the Solomon Islands
A new archery federation had just been formed in
the Solomon Islands, but beside an enormous
enthusiasm nothing was known about archery or
its modern equipment. As part of the FITA
Solidarity Program I was asked to conduct an
Entry Level coaching course in Honiara on the
Island of Guadalcanal, well known from World
War II, which has a population of about 60,000.
It was my task, over a two week period, to
train about a dozen coaches to Level 1 standard
and, after that, to run a few beginners courses. It
was quite an interesting challenge, but I am
happy that I took it on. The Solomon Islands are
just emerging from more than four years of civil
unrest, locally referred to as “The Tension,” and
most of the utilities have been neglected during
this period, providing for a very challenging environment.
After having received various inoculations for
tetanus, hepatitis A&B, cholera, and a few others,
and being further supplied with antimalaria
tablets, Stemetil, Imodium and
Gastrolytes, I started to wonder what I
had gotten myself into. However,
undaunted, I boarded my three hour
flight from Brisbane to Honiara on the
only 737 jet of Solomon Airlines, which
was leased from Vanuatu Airlines.
Being seated next to a Dominican nun,
who had spent many years in the
islands, I had a good background briefing as to what to expect. After an
uneventful trip I arrived in Honiara on
time, which was about the last time
during my stay that anything was on
time, as most Solomon Islanders are on
“Solomon Time,” which is extremely
flexible. It very soon became clear why
a r c h e r y
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there were two weeks allocated for the course, but
as they say, when in Rome do as the Romans do,
no use to stress, just enjoy the local culture.
Having prepared an extensive slide show on
my laptop, I was assured many times that there
would be a data projector, which, as you may
guess, never eventuated. This was the beginning
of learning how to improvise.
FITA had supplied a box with some twelve
take-down wooden bows, arrows, finger tabs, arm
guards, sights, fletching jig (but no fletches),
stringing jig (but no stringing material), quivers,
etc. etc. The bows still had to be assembled,
including attaching arrow rests, sights, and nocking points, and stringing the bows with the right
length strings supplied with the bows. This all
came in very handy as it gave my, by now, sixteen
trainee coaches a hands-on opportunity to help
assemble the bows and the various interacting
items and learn about their various aspects, albeit

f o c u s

Coaches in training!

basic, such as strings and materials, brace height, nocking
point location, sights, and
what 68˝- 20 lbs @ 28˝ meant,
etc.
Even though shy at first,
the various participants came
to life during the course when
they became more confident
and proficient, providing for
very entertaining coaching sessions.
The weather was mostly
hot, 32˚C or about 90˚F, and
extremely humid, so one had
to consume at least some three
liters of water per day to stay
hydrated. As most of the
prospective coaches were
teachers from local schools and
it was exam time, we only
could start about 2 PM in the
first week, but managed full
days in the second week.
We would start each session with a bit of theory and
questions from the previous
day and my observations on
how they were progressing,
giving coaching hints as necessary. We also set objectives for
the next session. After the first
two days I used the buddy system of coaching, which proved
very effective and popular and
gave me a good chance to
observe how everyone was progressing. After four days of
coaching we held a competition to put into practice the
basic competition rules, scoring, etc. They proved to be a
very competitive and enthusiastic lot; they
kept practicing and shooting until it
was too dark
to see the target.
We were
fortunate to

have a private soccer field made available to us for the
practical side of things by the Federation’s patron and
Board Member, Abraham Eke, a local property developer and great character. We were also watched closely by
the soccer team’s mascot, a two-meter long crocodile,
luckily safely in a cage.
In the second week, the various schools where the
coaches taught were invited for an introduction session at
no cost. Ages generally ranged between 10 – 16 years,
and for the next five days we introduced at least 100
school kids to the sport of archery, not counting the var-

Now here’s a worthy
mascot for an
archery programme!

Continued on the Next Page
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I was privileged to be able
ious scores of interested
to introduce archery to
spectators who hung
the Solomon Islands and
around most of the days
now it is up to the local
hoping to be given a go,
Federation, with further
which we nearly always
assistance from FITA, to
accomplished after the
develop the sport further,
school sessions were finwhich should prove to be
ished. It was a great
quite a challenge.
opportunity for the
The Solomon Islands
coaches to run the variconsists of a scattered
ous school coaching sessions under my supervi- Here I am being collected from my hotel by my students for our daily train- archipelago of mountainous islands and low-lying
sion, with each assuming ing routine.
coral atoll, stretching about 900 miles in a south-easterthe role of Director of Shooting.
On the last day of the course, an interschool compe- ly direction, with six major and approximately 992
tition was organized, but unfortunately had to be can- smaller islands, atolls and reefs and a total population of
celled due to torrential rain for most of the day. However, some 525,000 people.
One of the main limiting factors will be the lack of
when the rain subsided a bit, around 3 PM, there was no
stopping the coaches organizing a competition between archery equipment. At present there are 12 sets of
themselves, which lasted well until dark. This was fol- recurve equipment in the country, as part of FITA’s comlowed by a barbeque and the awarding of Coaching mitment to develop archery in Oceania. The average
Certificates. Coaching Certificates were awarded to some income is extremely low by western standards and will
16 coaches who had attended the two week course, prevent most people from buying archery equipment, all
including weekends. The presentation was conducted of which at this stage has to be purchased from overseas.
However, the Solomon Archery Federation has
under the head lights of various cars, as at the time there
was a power failure, which is not uncommon, but just appointed, as of January 1, 2005, a full time local
added to the local flavor.
Daniel giving a demostration (no arrow!) to local bystanders.
On the day before I left, various businessmen and dignitaries
were invited to be introduced to
archery for possible business sponsorships and government support.
The Minister for Planning proved
to be an enthusiastic and fast learner, as can be seen in the accompanying photo. I understand The
Solomon Islands have been awarded the 2006 Oceania Championships and, with local business and
government support, it should
prove to be a memorable event for
the development of archery in this
region.
During the course, good coverage, including photographs, was
provided on three consecutive days
by the local newspaper, The
Solomon Star, which boosted local
interest enormously.
a r c h e r y
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Here is the Minister of Planning showing excellent potential.

Development Officer, Daniel Fa’alimae, to introduce
archery to each of the nine provinces. This will be a
mammoth and slow task, but the eagerness displayed not
only by Daniel, but by the entire Board, enthusiastically
led by their President Reginald Douglas, should ensure
success in the long term.
If any clubs, associations or individuals have any surplus equipment, books, etc. that they would like to
donate to the cause of promoting archery development
in the region, I am sure that it would be gratefully
received.
Email contact: Daniel Fa’alimae, Development
Officer dfchristfirst@yahoo.com.au.

Robert de Bondt is a High Performance
Coach from Sydney, Australia, with some 16
years experience, not only as a coach, but also as
a competitive archer in both recurve and compound. He is a judge with international experience and was the Australian Archery Head
Coach for the Sydney 2000 Paralympics. He is
also the co-author of the recently released book,
“Total Archery,” which he wrote together with world renowned
Korean archery coach Kisik Lee, who is now the Australian National
Head Coach at the Australian Institute of Sport.
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Life After JOAD from page 33
activities of the archery program in order to stay in the
scholarship program. Scholarship students are chosen
based on their desire, participation, and dedication to our
program.
AF We all know that seniors in high school spend a lot
of time preparing applications for admissions in the fall of
their senior year. Should they contact the archery coach separately from the applications process? Should they contact the
coach even before their senior year? How early is early and
how early is simply being a pest?
KE Yes, contact the coach at the beginning of the
junior year. And yes, the applicant should assume that they
must meet all academic prerequisites for your school. At
TA&MU, we’d expect a minimum SAT score of around
1100, a 3.0 or better GPA, and extracurricular activities.
I’d recommend applying early in the fall to have a chance
at getting accepted the next fall.
ML Start early and be persistent in following up on
all applications. It’s probably a good thing to contact the
coach, but be sure to introduce yourself with name,
address, year in school, type of bow, how long shooting,
basic goals for college and archery, and the year you plan
to attend. That way the coach can better reply. A couple of
years is early enough. Also, remember that most of the
coaches at colleges are many times volunteers so be patient
because they only have so much time and energy. And, yes,
the applicant must meet all academic prerequisites for
admissions and then once in college they must remain eligible by maintaining a 2.0 or better GPA while carrying a
full academic load and still training in archery.
SR Yes, I’d suggest the applicant contact the archery
coach separately from the applications process. As early as
the summer of of the sophomore year of high school is
okay with me. It’s no secret that admission to Stanford is
rigorous.
JD If the applicant student has archery ambitions as
part of their college plan, besides meeting the Claremont
applications requirements and procedures, contacting the
coach would be wise step to take. They will be able to get
a clearer picture of what is available and what they can
expect. Students should start checking what’s available as
soon as they are start investigating their choice of schools.
Especially with scholarship requests, it takes time, so it
doesn’t hurt to investigate and apply early.
AF Are campus visits encouraged? Do you send out scouts
like other sports? If so, where? Do you use JOAD coaches to
send you their up and comers? Because archery is unique in
the keeping of records, should the applicant simply send copies
of their score cards for competitions entered?
KE Yes, contact the coach to set up campus visits. We
do some looking at the Vegas shoot and Arizona Cup and
Texas Shootout. No, we don’t usually solicit JOAD coaches. We rely on kids contacting us for the most part. They
can send copies of their scorecards with information on
Continued on Page 45
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Key for Puzzle is on page 44.
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Traditional Archery

Brian J. Luke

Blooper Bows and
Wooden Swords

Part 2 of 2

Now I was getting excited, I wanted to see that kid
shoot some arrows, but I had a couple of things I
needed to explain. . . . (See the previous issue for
Part 1! Ed.)

A

shot an arrow, he looked good, really good. I
noticed from time to time during the aim he
would forget about how easy it was to distort the
string with drawing hand torque. I would point
this out as I saw it and he immediately was able

Again I used the taut line as an aid for instruction. Explaining to Mike proper back tension
while aiming I first described it to him as maintaining back tension throughout the shot. As I
had Mike double check his bow hand and drawing hand tensions at the pre- drawn position to
ensure they were working together along the line,
I also had him make a mental check of these tensions while aiming at full draw. I then asked him
to imagine that the tensions set up in his back
had stretched the line along the ground to its elastic limit. The line could be stretched no more and
the arrow could not be sent into flight unless the
line was indeed stretched to its elastic limit. Any
slack given back to the line will not permit the
arrow to be sent into flight.
I chose to explain back tension this way
because I feel the concept of increasing back tension throughout the shot can be misunderstood
and over done by a beginning archer; causing
unwanted movement on the shot. If I noticed
him creeping during the aim I would have then
emphasized an increasing back tension. Mike
continued to practice drawing, aiming and letting
down. He was probably only drawing 22 or 23
pounds enabling him to aim well with out fatiguing. This gave me time to view his shooting posture from all angles. For someone that has never
a r c h e r y
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to correct it. My blooper bow
gave me a big advantage here
because hand torque is usually
much harder to detect.
I was particularly pleased
that he grasped the concept of
maintaining back tension without going into explaining increasing back tension. I did not see
him creep one time during his
aiming. The light poundage was
undoubtedly a contributing factor here.
Giving Mike a break to relax
we discussed the release, and followthrough. I stressed the importance of never initiating the
release without being fully confident with the sight picture of his
aim. The whole picture must be considered, string alignment, arrow point location, and more importantly the
entire shaft in line with the tight cord on the ground.
I explained to Mike earlier that I wanted to first
teach him the point of aim method. I stressed the importance of aiming and following through to the point of
aim marker placed on our tight cord. I did not want his
eye to wander off that point of aim marker (with the
exception of nocking another arrow) until all six arrows
had been shot. I explained to him that this is a real act of
discipline for any archer but I believed he had the maturity and discipline to do this correctly. (If you would like
to read more about the “point of aim” method of sighting, refer to my article “What’s the Point?” in AFm
Volume 6, Number 2.)
Telling Mike the only purpose for the target right
now is to catch the arrows while we worked on the
release seemed to ease his mind from expecting to perform. I stressed the importance of disturbing the string
as little as possible during the release by a gently and
instantaneous relaxing of the drawing fingers and knuckles while at the same time maintaining the aim, alignment, and back tension. I told Mike that I understood
that this was a difficult thing to explain so I demonstrated the release for him to see. I verbally went over the
thought process of the shot during my demonstration at
the predrawn position and full drawn position; once
again going over all the mental checkpoints.
The Golden Moment had finally arrived! Mike was
going to shoot his first arrow. Ben even stopped shooting
in the middle of his end to join us for the occasion. Mike

drew an arrow and steadily aimed at the point of aim
marker I had placed along our line on the ground. The
release was effected and the arrow was now in flight. As
could be expected, the excitement was overwhelming,
the followthrough to the point of aim was interrupted by
Mike’s eye beating the arrow to the target, but the arrow
did find the target!
We all cheered and applauded and Mike was just
beaming with excitement.

I

I promised Mike that in just a few moments I will just let
him and Ben have fun shooting arrows, but first I wanted to get his release working better for him. He was fine
with that idea, ready and willing to do what ever it took
to refine his shot. I once again complimented him on his
maturity level.
His release was flipping out a good bit at first, but
after some reminders about never letting his drawing
hand leave contact with his face and a few more demonstrations from me and he made remarkable progress. I
did not have him exaggerate the release hand followthrough with his hand ending up clean back behind
his ear; but instead a release that kept tight in against his
face with only enough backward followthrough that naturally occurs from the freed string tension.
In my opinion the exaggerated release hand followthrough can sometimes give a new archer a false sense
of doing it correctly. The arrow is released and their
drawing fingers ended up behind their ear so they feel
everything was all right. The conscious effort to keep the
Continued on the Next Page
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release hand tight against the face or neck (depending on
where the archer anchors) is sometimes lost with the
exaggerated release hand followthrough. This makes it
harder for the new archer to detect a flip out release (a
pluck).
As we worked on Mike’s release I kept reminding
him that the target is there just to catch our arrows while
we work on shooting form. Huge amounts of praise was
delivered to Mike when he could shoot a whole end of
arrows without looking at the target until he was done.
Every end he got better at this. Without the concern of
where the last arrow hit and if the next one could be better, Mike was able to concentrate on the feel of the shot
and the timing of the release. The horizontal placement

get for all to see.
Still amazed, I could not help but wonder, is Mike
just a natural born archer? The more I pondered that
question I wanted to believe Mike’s “natural ability” simply lied in the fact that he was willing to listen. I also felt
strongly that my simple, slow, unforgiving blooper bow
helped Mike to better understand the physics of archery.
This bow both magnifies error and correction, making it
a most valuable teaching tool. I believe this bow along
with the visible line to the target and extra long arrows,
not only helped Mike get in line physically, but also
helped him understand how important it is for all the
opposing tensions set up in the shot to be working along
this line. He definitely walked away with a better under-

of Mike’s arrows kept getting closer and closer to the
actual sighting line. It takes a great deal of finesse to get
a clean release with this bow of such light poundage and
low string tension; but Mike was making tremendous
progress.
It was time to leave the boy’s alone to just shoot for
the pure fun of it. Ben had that look on his face that read
“Dad I asked you to give Mike a few pointers, not a few
million”! Mike thanked me for all the help and I went
about tinkering in my garage; but not ten minutes
would go by without the boy’s calling me over to look at
their latest “best group.” As to be expected, Ben was
shooting a little tighter group, but not by much! On several ends Mike was able to shoot a group that would fit
in a 5 or 6 inch circle, and at this time the boy’s had
moved back to fifteen yards from the target! I know this
will not impress many of you, but I was amazed. I know
just how hard it is to shoot five-inch groups from that
particular bow.
After awhile Ben and Mike needed to go inside to
get a computer game fix, but not until they each shot a
“trophy group” and proudly left their arrows in the tar-

standing of my earlier statement that this line represents
all he needs to know about the fundamentals of archery.
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The concept of using very low draw weight bows for
training is certainly nothing new. There was a time when
every pro shop had several what we called “range bows”
or “trainer bows” for new archers to use. These “range
bows” were bottom of the line, low weight target bows
with many of the same attributes as my blooper bow.
They were extremely slow, weak string tension bows perfect for training new archers on the finesse of the shot.
These range bows were not only used by beginners, but
also used by the top archers who wanted to fine-tune
their finesse.
Today most well-meaning parents and pro shop personnel will look at a new archer and put the most forgiving bow in their hands; a bow that is so well designed
that a very high level of accuracy can be achieved with it
in a very short amount of time. True, little Johnny will be
shooting ten’s soon giving him a burst of confidence, but
what have we really taught him? I honestly feel we are
setting little Johnny back, maybe way back, by not really
f o c u s

teaching him from the beginning the physics required to
send an arrow on line to the target.
No, Mike could not show up at a shoot and stretch
a straight line to the target, nor would he want to use the
blooper bow. If Mike indeed desired to compete and
continued to ask me for help, I would keep him on the
blooper bow for quite some time. I would first wean him
off the visible line, but continue to use the point of aim.
When his grouping became consistent and as tight as can
be expected with the equipment I would get Mike into a
bow he could compete with. If he decided to compete
with something other than a longbow I would first find
him a better coach than myself, but I would hope the
coach would occasionally return Mike to the blooper
bow to make sure he did not lose the finesse he had
learned.
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I have felt this way for years about over equipping the
beginning archer and I have John Vetterli to thank for
giving me the courage to put my thoughts in print. If
you have not read John’s article entitled “Patience” in
AFm Vol. 8, No. 3, you must do that. In that article he
not only shares an account of being over equipped but
also shares some of his martial arts experiences. John
explains that his master first trained him with a wooden
sword before he was permitted to use a sword made of
steel. John’s articles in the issues just before and after Vol.
8, No. 3 are also great reads, discussing other lessons
from the martial arts.
So, as you are bringing up your little archery
“Olympic hopeful,” consider my thoughts and John’s
advice by starting them first with the “wooden sword.”

Zip

Phone
One year Individual membership $45.00
Family membership $65.00
Junior membership (under 18) $35.00
Visa and MasterCard accepted
CC#

exp date
Call Toll Free 800-811-2331
National Field Archery Association
31407 Outer I-10
Redlands, CA 92373

Brian Luke is a devoted husband and father of three
teenagers. He has worked as a tool and die maker since 
and has been a lover of the bow since , when at the age
of four he received his first bow and arrow set (a fiberglass
bow with the rubber tipped arrows). Brian started building
longbows in  and has since won seven National
Championships competing in the NAA Traditional Longbow
Division. He has won four Outdoor Nationals and five
Indoor Nationals, setting a record for the indoor FITA.
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Key for Puzzle on page 39.
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Life After JOAD from page 38
themselves. We really take anyone that can get into
TA&MU and wants to compete.
It is a good idea to visit the campus. We do not scout.
A synopsis of the archer’s shooting record should do.
ML A campus visit by the family would always seem
advisable for lots of important reasons. If you are planning
to visit, be sure and contact the coach to arrange for a tour
of their facilities, etc. As for scouting, I watch the kids at the
tournaments and read the result sheets. I have always
encouraged JOAD archers to go to college first for an education and then for the shooting. It would be super to have
every top JOAD shooter come to my college, but archers
need to select a college that best meets their academic major
needs as the main criterion of selection. If however, the college does not have an archery program, then the student
archer must work hard to start a program. The NAA webpage has some good information on how to start a program.
JD Campus visits are always encouraged. There’s no
better way to see what you are heading to. We can even
arrange a practice session on our field! Records are always
good to keep, and it’s not a bad idea to send them, but students will be evaluated more on their ambition, desire, their
participation, and sportsmanship.
AF What could be done to help current JOADers develop their archery so they can continue in college?
ML I recently thought of organizing a joint JOAD/
College Tournament where an official team round would
be shot. I presented this idea to the State Archers of
California and their Board of Directors approved the proposal and tentative plans were made. We hope to have the
inaugural competition this spring. We would invite all
JOAD clubs and individual JOAD shooters and college
archers to enter. The first tournament would be held at
CSULB. I’m hoping that other colleges will host future
competitions to allow JOADers to visit different colleges.
The team round would be great experience because there is
no other tournament where archers can learn and work to
master this most different round. Anyone interested in this
training tournament may contact me at meleach@csulb.edu
for more information.
JD I encourage JOADers to shoot the adult distances
and to participate in tournaments at the adult level just
prior to entering the collegiate world. This will help them
be prepared to step in with more experience. Also learning
their equipment, how to set up, tune, and maintain their
equipment will give them the edge. With most programs,
the majority of archers in college will be at a beginning
level, and it takes a little time to get them established to
really be able to compete at the collegiate level. The challenge is to develop physical skills and also to set them up
with equipment that they can shoot the 70 and 90 meters.
So the more that JOAD archers or incoming archers have
the skills and equipment to compete at a competitive level,
the faster they will get them into the game.
SR We’re very proud of our Stanford JOAD, orgaa r c h e r y
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nized and operated by the Stanford archery team. This
exposes local kids to archery and our students get the
opportunity to give back to the community. Take a look at
our website www.stanford.edu/group/archery/index.shtml.
KE Do you have any suggestions to anxious parents?
ML To anxious parents, I say, congratulations and
kudos to you, for you have done a marvelous, fantastic and
awesome job already. By getting, nurturing, supporting,
guiding (and a lot of other things you have done for) your
youngster to the joy and love of archery and academics, I
say you have raised “Grand Kids.” They have been a joy to
work with over the years and they will continue to excel
when they get to a College.
SR Ask the same questions of any college admissions
officer. Look around you and see what’s available. Search
out the people connected to the school(s) of interest. It’s
always good to talk to someone currently involved in the
program you are interested in.
KE Apply early and visit the school with your kid.
Good grades and good SAT or ACT scores are very important to get into the school of your choice and to have a
chance at academic scholarships. I’ve been an advocate for
collegiate archery for a long time. Archers who are interested in participating in collegiate archery can contact me at
utahxag@yahoo.com. I have an email list I use to keep collegiate archers apprised of latest developments.
JD Of course academics is the main focus of your students attending a school of their choice. If the academic
goals fit the archery program, that’s a bonus. What are your
student’s goals and ambitions? Does the school and archery
program fit the goals? Parental support is the best thing for
any student or archer, and what kind of parental support?
Usually it is a listening ear, encouraging words, a positive
attitude, planting subtle seeds and maybe pointing in the
right direction. Over the years more young archers have
given the sport up, due to over ambitious parents pushing
just a little too hard. If the desire is there, with a little
encouragement, the seeds will grow, but the desire has to
come from within themselves.
AF Thanks to you coaches for some terrific advice.
A complete listing of collegiate archery teams and clubs is
on the NAA website www.usarchery.org. Also, the NAA
offers a small scholarship for collegiate archers. Check their
website for requirements and application forms. Currently
archery is only recognized as a NCAA emerging women’s
sport. However, there is a good questionnaire on the NCAA
website, www2.ncaa.org that your young athlete may find
helpful when evaluating their future college options.
Suey Wong states, “I'm just an archery-mom, with the requisite
SUV to lug all the “stuff.” Our family are newbies to archery.
Daughter got hooked on archery at Bruin Woods, the UCLA alumni family camp. We didn't think she was serious. Archery? Really?
After repeated pleas and some searching, we found Wilderness
Golden State JOAD, and the story writes itself.”
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